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F o x w o r t h p r e p a r e s f o r 
h i s t o u g h e s t t e s t y e t 
By Harvest Henderson 
Staff Writer 
No Doritos. No Snickers. 
No coffee or Coke (even Diet). 
And 10-25'miles of running 
every day. 
While for some people this 
may sound like torture, for 
Ken Foxworth it Is only the be-
ginning of a four-month train-
ing program designed to pre-
pare him for his "Run for Eix-
cellence I I . " This is a follow-up 
to last year's "Run for Excel-
lence," which raised $56,000 
of the $150,000 needed to 
provide scholarships for stu-
dents with disabilities or from 
under-represented ethnic 
backgrounds. 
This Is something Fox-
worth, UMD's African Ameri-
can Student Services 
Coordinator, believes in very 
strongly. "I'm not getting paid 
extra for this. I'm committed 
to what I want to do; I know 
what I'm doing is right, and 
I'm very thankful that the 
chancellor, vice-chancellor, 
and students and staff are 
supportive of what I'm trying 
to do here." 
"Run for Excellence 11" is 
scheduled to begin March 6, 
1995 In Two Harbors, and fin-
ish March 14 at Minneapolis 
City Hall, a route measuring 
200 miles. Foxworth will be 
sent off and/or paced part of 
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Th i s week's Editor ia l : 
Do your duty as a student 
and give your input as to 
who should be our next 
chancellor! 
LsttgrSl 
Spearman on his dismissal! 
The staffs point of view! 
Plus, the history debate 
Wnpnygs,., 
the way by Governor Ame 
Carlson, Duluth Mayor Gary 
Doty, and UMD Chancellor 
Lawrence lanni. Minnesota 
Vikings Defensive Coordinator 
Tony Dungy, Gopher Basket-
ball Coach Clem Hasklns, and 
retired Celtics forward Kevin 
McHale have also been Invited 
to join in the run. 
This is the latest in a string 
of Student Services projects 
Foxworth has engineered in 
nearly three years at UMD. 
From "Project Partnership," 
developed to provide college-
bound high school students 
with personal encouragement, 
to "1 Came Here to Learn," an 
educational Incentive pro-
gram aimed at African Ameri-
can and Native American stu-
dents. 
This scholarship was 
named for Harry Oden, who 
has been described by Duluth 
News-Tribune columnist 
Bruce Bennett as being "to 
UMD what Jackie Robinson 
was to baseball." A former 
Bulldogs basketball star and 
one of the first African-Ameri-
can students to graduate from 
UMD (1963), Oden went on to 
become a US History teacher 
in his home town of Milwau-
kee, Wl. He created a black 
history program in the Mil-
waukee school system, and 
later received his Masters de-
gree through summer cours-
es. Today he is the principal of 
James Madison High School 
in Milwaukee. He also con-
ducts free basketball clinics 
and volunteers as an adviser 
to students with post-second-
ary plans. 
Student eligibility for the 
Harry Oden Minority/Disabil-
ity Scholarship Is based on 
two conditions: the student 
must (1) demonstrate finan-
cial need and (2) have at least 
a 2.5 Grade Point Average. 
Foxworth does not feel this Is 
too much to ask. 'You don't 
have to have a 4.0 or even a 
3.0. You have to have a 2.5. 
And a lot of people hear the 
word 'minority' and think this 
is only for people of color, but 
it's not. It's also for people 
who have disabilities- not just 
[students] In wheelchairs, but 
those with dyslexia or hearing 
problems, too." 
Foxworth emphasizes that 
the money need not be paid 
back. Instead, scholarship re-
cipients agree to volunteer 
with the UMD Alumni Associ-
ation after graduation. Fox-
worth calls this "helping oth-
ers to help each other." 
Confirmed contributions 
toward the proposed 
$150,000 scholarship fund 
have been from Target and 
McDonald's, though financial 
Foxworth to 9 
0 ' Christmas tree... 
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...how sick and lame you look. What happened to your 
branches? 
C h a n c e l l o r c a n d i d a t e s v i s i t U M D 
B y J e s s e W h i t e 
News Editor 
During the month of December, UMD students, fac-
ulty and staff wiU get a chance to meet the five finalists 
for the position of chancellor. 
The UMD Chancellor Search Committee narrowed the 
field of 72 candidates down to five, each of which will 
spend two days on campus meeting with Important indi-
viduals and attending an open forum. 
There are three women and two men In the running to 
replace Chancellor Lawrence lannl who will be leaving 
the post this spring and taking up a teaching position in 
the UMD English department. 
Starting August 26, when University President Nils 
Hasselmo appointed the 15 member search committee, 
there was an extensive search for a replacement for lan-
nl. The results of the search, which was tentatively 
scheduled to be done by December 15, has been nar-
rowed down to these five candidates: 
Patrick McDonough, the President of Marietta College 
In Marietta Ohio and former graduate of the University of 
Minnesota, holds a Ph.D In Theater Arts. McDonough 
was also the Dean of Fine Arts at the University of Evans-
vllle, Indiana and the founding head of the theater de-
partment at UMD. McDonough will be on campus 
Wednesday and Thursday, December 7-8. His open fo-
rum Is at 4 p.m. In Montague Hall 80 on Thursday. 
Allen Glenn Is a former graduate of the University of 
Michigan, where he earned a Ph.D. In Education. Cur-
rently Glenn Is the Dean of the College of Education at 
the University of Washington. Glenn also worked at the 
University of Mlrmesota where he was Associate Dean of 
Academic Affairs among other things. Glenn will be on 
campus Monday and Tuesday, December 12-13. His 
open forum Is at 4 p.m. In Marshall Performing Arts Cen-
ter (MPAC) on Tuesday. 
Sharon Wallace Is currently the Vice President of Aca-
demic Affairs at North Dakota State University. Wallace 
received her Ph.D. from Pennsylvania State University In 
Family and Consumer Sciences and Statistics and Phi-
losophy. Wallace has also worked at Universities In Cali-
fornia, Nevada, and Gregon. She will be on campus, De-
cember 14 and 15 and her open forum Is at 4 p.m. In 
MPAC on the fifteenth. 
Marilyn Boxer holds a Ph.D. in History from the Uni-
versity of California. Boxer Is currently the Vice President 
of Academic Affairs at San Francisco State University. 
Boxer has been a Dean, College of Arts and Letters, at 
San Diego State University and a Project Co-director at 
the Center for International Business Education and Re-
search. Boxer will visit the campus on December 19 and 
20 and her open forum will be held at 4 p.m. In MPAC on 
the twentieth. 
Kathryn Martin Is currently the Dean of the College of 
Fine and Applied Arts, at the University of Illinois. Martin 
has also served as a Dean at Wayne State University and 
the University of Montana. Martin received her Ed.D. 
from the University of San Francisco. Martin will be the 
final candidate to visit. Her dates are December 21 and 
22 and her forum Is at 4 p.m. on the twenty-second. 
According to the job description for chancellor, candi-
dates must have earned a doctorate or comparable termi-
nal degree; have a distinguished record as a faculty 
member; demonstrated effectiveness in community rela-
tions; and have the ability to work collaboratively In a 
consultative and collective bargaining structure. 
The Statesman will be having a focus section on each 
of the candidates after they visit our campus so that stu-
dents and faculty who do not have an opportunity to see 
the candidates can still be kept Informed of their qualifi-
cations. 
The Statesman will also be grading the candidates 
based on their experience, qualifications, and open fo-
rum performances. 
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Internotronai 
Mid Eas t news 
PLO leader Yasser 
Arafat offered fresh as-
surances that he will 
protect the security of 
Israelis when Palestin-
ian self-rule Is expanded 
into the West Bank. He 
also called for early elec-
tions after a meeting 
with Secretary of State 
Warren Christopher. 
Christopher said Ara-
fat, "understands there 
can be no peace without 
security for the Palestin-
ians and Israelis." The 
Israel-PLO peace accord 
In September 1993 
called for elections to be 
held as soon as Israeli 
troops pull out of Arab 
cities In the West Bank. 
But Israel Is having sec-
ond thoughts about the 
timing because it fears 
Jewish settlers would be 
attacked. 
Bosnian news 
Four hundred poorly 
equipped and under 
supplied Bangladeshi 
peace keepers trapped 
In northwest Bosnia 
may be withdrawn by 
the United Nations. 
The withdrawal plan. 
Issued by U.N. sources 
Wednesday, shows the 
United Nations' Inability 
to protect or even ade-
quately feed some of Its 
soldiers, much less 
check fighting for the 
government-held town of 
Vellka Kladusa. 
The 32-month-old 
conflict In the former 
Yugoslavia has left more 
than 200,000 dead or 
missing. 
Republicans make 
plans 
House Republicans 
will meet again Wednes-
day to refine their plans 
for trimming federal 
spending. 
Republicans want to 
sell one of five House of-
fice buildings and cut off 
$5 million In federal 
subsidies for the Con-
gressional Black Caucus 
and numerous other 
groups. 
Republicans are call-
ing for a three-term hmlt 
on committee and sub-
committee chairmen. In 
other cuts. House 
f t 
r f T W E E D M U S E U M S T O R E 
U J Holiday Gift Ideas 
'•'Zodiac & Runestone Pendants 
•""Lake Superior Images" and 
"Gooseberry" by C . Blacklock 
*Angel Ornaments, Boxed Notes 
•^Hand-made Rolll PolII Toys 
*K id s Create! Books 
•••Grlfren & Sabine Books, 
Boxed Notes & Writing Boxes 
••Bird Lovers Lifeiist & Journal 
•"Audobon Ties & Mini-puzzles 
•*Dream Catcher Journals 
•Elscher T-Shirts 
•^O'Keefe, Van Gogh Mouse Pads 
•"Hand-made Jewelry 
•VISA. Mastercard, Discover accepted HOURS: Tues. 9-8 Wed.-Fri.9430 
^ ^ • F R E E Gilt Wrapping Sal-Sun. 1-5 Closed Sunday^ 
)on't just dream about 
Christmas. 
E a r n that extra cash you 
need for the holidays by 
donating PLASMA!! ! 
C a U 727 • 8 1 3 9 
, for i n f o r m a t i o n or appo in tment . ^  
N A B I B i o M e d i c a l C e n t e r 
I ( in the heart of Downtown Duluth)/ 
0 ( 
Speaker-designate Newt 
Gingrich, sajrs he wants 
to eliminate federal 
funding for the Corpora-
tion for Public Broad-
casting, which helps op-
erate public T.V. and ra -
dio programs and sta-
tions. 
S t e m helps stop 
suicide try 
A man who threat-
ened to Jump from the 
George Washington 
Bridge In New York 
Wednesday morning 
was grabbed by police as 
talk show host Howard 
Stem calmed him on live 
radio. Port Authority of-
ficials said. 
" I saved a mar is life 
this morning... legiti-
mately saved a man's 
life," S tem said later on 
his show. "It wasn't one 
particular line. It was 
my sense of humor that 
kept him alive." 
Senator Alfonse 
D'Amato and former 
Mayor Edward Koch 
called the show to con-
gratulate Stem on the 
air. 
Initially, S tem ques-
tioned whether the call 
was a crank. He urged 
listeners on the bridge to 
honk their homs If the 
man was really there, 
and seconds later one 
motorist did. Gne S t em 
listener stopped her car 
on the bridge to speak 
with the distraught 
man. 
S tem then urged the 
man not to kill himself 
before his new movie, 
"Private Parts," Is re-
leased next year. 
Mickey Rourke a 
'nice guy* 
Mickey Rourke says 
he's misunderstood. Got 
a problem with that? 
"People think I do 
dmgs, that I punch peo-
ple out," the actor told 
Entertainment Weekly. 
"They think I have homs 
coming out of my head. 
Where I came from I had 
to be fast and light. I 
don't want to be hard or 
Intense. It's jus t become 
a shield." 
Rourke, who grew up 
In Miami's rough Liberty 
City neighbor, wants 
Hollywood to give him 
another chance now 
that he has given up 
boxing. 
, Top ten Movies 
* this week 
1. The Santa Clause 
2. Star Trek: 
Generations 
3. Junior 
4. Interview With the 
Vampire 
5. A Low Down Dirty 
Shame 
6. The Lion King 
7. Trapped In Paradise 
8. Stargate 
9. The Professional 
10. Miracle on 34th 
Street 
Cobain imitator 
shoots self 
A 20-year-old acci-
dentally killed himself In 
front of his friends while 
Imitating the suicide of 
rock star Kurt Cobain. 
Gaston Lyle Senac 
propped a 12-gauge 
shotgun on the floor and 
knelt with his mouth 
over the barrel."He 
wasn't Intending to hurt 
himself," an officer said. 
"He put the gun up to 
his head and said, 'Look, 
I'm Just like Kurt Co-
bain,' and the gun went 
off." 
Here is your chance to 
R e n t a G r e e k ! 
O n December 15 
from 
12 - 1 p.m. 
the members of 
A lpha P h i Omega and 
G a m m a S igma S i gma 
w i l l be auctioned off i n 
the K i r b y Lounge 
for community service. 
T h e p roc e eds will b e n i f i t t h e U n i t e d Way 
Sponsered by Alpha Phi Omega, Gamma Sigma Sigma and KZiO 
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The following Is a summary of 
police activity, requests for ser-
vices and complaints filed at the • 
UfVID Campus Police Office: 
As reported last week, five ju-
veniles were identified in a series 
of thefts and vandalism around 
campus during November. The 
following is in addition to the re-
ports filed previously: 
An office In Bohannon Hall 
was vandalized. Obscene graffiti 
was found scribbled on a black-
board. 
The j reenhouse in Life Sci -
ence Building was vandalized. 
Graffiti was found in the mens re-
stroom. 
The Campus Center construc-
tion area was entered and van-
dalism was reported. Some 
pumps and lights were turned off 
resulting in some flooding. Water 
jugs were taken. 
Plywood was removed from 
the entrance to the Campus 
Center construction area near 
Kirby Student Center. 
Minor vandalism was reported 
in the Medical School lounge 
area. 
The backstage area of Mar-
shall Performing Arts Center was 
reported vandalized. 
Drill bits were reported stolen 
from the basement area of Dar-
land Administration Building. 
The Information Desk was re-
ported vandalized. 
A calculator and about $10 
was stolen from a desk in Mar-
shall W. Alworth Hall office. The 
calculator was recovered. 
*** A leather jacket was found. 
Please claim it at the Campus Po-
lice Department at 287 Darland 
Administration Building. 
***TIP***lf you see any suspi-
cious persons/behavior on cam-
pus please contact Campus Po-
lice at 726-7000 immediately. 
S i c k a n d t i r e d o f 
W e t , S o g g y B o o t s 
& 
T r a s h e d S k i s ! 
C h e c k O u t t h i s S k i P a c k a g e 
P R E W o o d c o r e S k i s 
M u n a r i B o o t s 
T y r o l i a 6 5 0 B i n d i n g 
T o m i c ( A l u m . ) P o l e s 
R e g . $ 6 2 0 NOW ONLY $249 
or Payment P lan 
$149 Down Ba l ance Due Feb . I S th 
Also Available: 
Lots of Bike and 
Ski Stocking Stutters 
on Sale Under^SQ 
NORTH STAR^ 
e i K E S O e O A R D S 
4521 E. Superior St 
Duluth, MN SS804 
SALES & RENTAL 
t-800-978-7398 
218-S2S-73S7 
^ . . ' ........ 
Winter break is almost here: 
Don't eo home empty banded! 
We eot your mama's earrines. 
Grandpa's Sinatra* and your 
iittie brothers backy-sack. 
There's something for everyone 
at The Electric Fetus. 
H O U R S 
M-F 10-9 
SAT. 10-8 
SUN 11-6 
s 
D U L U T H 
IDOWNTOWN 12 E. SUPERIOR ST. 722-997( 
Y///Y/M 
S A r e a c h e s o u t t o s t u d e n t s 
By Liza Olson 
Staff Writer 
Kara Anderson wanted to 
get Involved In Student Asso-
ciation (SA) because she 
thought it was a positive 
group. In her opinion the 
members have integrity and a 
drive to get things accom-
plished. 
What she didn't realize was 
the channels of bureaucracy 
that ideas had to go through 
on campus, and how hard it 
was for SA to get things done. 
Anderson is the Public Re-
lations director of Student As-
sociation (SA) this year, and 
although she says SA doesn't 
have the power she had Imag-
ined, she maintains that SA 
by far has the most potential 
to make changes on campus. 
One way they can start to 
make changes is by reaching 
out to the student body to And 
out what kinds of concerns 
students have. 
That's exactly what SA 
members will be doing in the 
next couple of weeks. The Stu-
dent Concerns committee of 
SA has initiated a way to get 
feedback from students: to go 
to them rather than waiting 
Ibr the students to come to 
SA. 
According to Laura Speirs, 
vice president of Student Af-
fairs for SA, each member of 
SA will be calling at least 15 
students to find out what 
their concerns are about 
UMD, then bringing that in-
formation back to the Student 
Concerns committee. 
One concern they will most 
likely hear Is possible tuition 
increases. According to SA 
President Susan Schultz, 
there Is a visit plaimed to 
UMD by the University of Min-
nesota Regents, and SA Is de-
vising a strategy to express 
student concern about tuition 
directly to them. 
"They need to be realistic 
when it comes to tuition in-
creases and to see there are a 
lot of students concerned 
about that." said Schultz. "Are 
we going to accept an increase 
or are we going to fight it?" 
In the meantime, SA is 
sponsoring a competitive food 
drive between student organi-
zations. There is a friendly 
competition between UMD, 
UWS and St. Scholastlca for 
the most food collected, and to 
the winner goes a tin-can tro-
phy. 
According to Schultz, this 
is a way to create more spirit 
on campus and to do some-
thing good for the community. 
"Most of us live up here at 
least nine months of the year 
and it's important to give back 
to the community that we live 
in," said Schultz. 
SA is also involved with the 
search for the chancellor that 
will replace Dr. lannl. Mem-
bers will get a chance to talk 
with each of the five selected 
candidates this month during 
the interview process. 
"We're going to be able to 
ask the candidates, ourselves, 
questions that deal more with 
students," said Schultz. 
During Fal l Quarter. SA 
participated in a voter regis-
tration drive on campus, co-
sponsored Nightwalk with 
Vice Chancellor of Finance 
and Operations Greg Fox, and 
held elections for freshmen 
class officers. 
Chris Zenk, chair of SA 
Congress, finds it rewarding 
to see the changes he's been 
trying to make, although the 
changes aren't always tangi-
ble. 
As chair of Congress, he co-
ordinates the efforts of the SA 
committees, acting as an in-
formation resource to them. 
He sees this year's SA as a 
completely different organiza-
tion from last year, noting a 
considerable attitude trans-
formation, and describing 
members as a young group 
with a lot of enthusiasm. 
"Not only are we changing 
the attitude of SA, we're also 
trying to change the way we 
do things," said Zenk. 
a c e o n 
W E D E L I V E R ! Our drivers carry less than $20 Delivery area limited toensuresafe driving 
l i t t l e C a e s a r y l J ) P i z z a l F l z z a T 
Happy H o l i d a y s ! ! ! 
1131ESUPERIOR STREET 
AT12THAVE.EAST 
7 2 8 - 5 1 8 5 
1304 ARROWHEAD ROAD 
KENWOOD SHOPPING CENTER 
7 2 8 - 5 1 3 7 
PIZZA! PIZZA! 
Stwl with... 
SMALL 
WITH ONE TOPPING 
ADO TOPPINGS OR EXTRA 
CHEESE 50c EACH PER PIZZA 
ONE 
PIZZA 
T W O 
P I Z Z A S 
I 
I 
L . 
« 5 
99 
EXPIRES 12-1S44 
PIZZA! PIZZA! 
Slan with,.. 
MEDIUM 
WITH ONE TOPPING 
ADD TOPPINGS OR EXTRA 
CHEESE 6Sc EACH PER PIZZA 
ONE 
PIZZA 
^jt99 
^ + T A X 
T W O 
P I Z Z A S 
EXPIRES 12-15-94 
PIZZA! PIZZA! 
Stan with... 
LARGE 
WITH ONE TOPPING 
ADD TOPPINGS OR EXTRA 
CHEESE 7SC EACH PER PIZZA 
ONE 
PIZZA 
99 
• TAX « 5 
T W O 
P I Z Z A S 
$ ^ 1 
EXPIRES 12-15-94 
(f) little Caesais-
4 UMD S T A T E S M A N 
The following are highlights 
from the November 30, UMD Stu-
dent Association meeting: 
Ken Foxworth, UMD African 
American Student Services Coor-
dinator, was present to announce 
his Run For Excellence II, which 
he will begin Monday, March 6. 
He hopes to raise more scholar-
ship dollars for minority and dis-
abled students. He asked for SA 
support. 
Greg Fox was also on hand to 
discuss the 4.7-5% proposed tu-
ition increase policy for the 
1995-96 school year. The Univer-
sity's request was $77,000-
$87,000, and the amount of the 
allotment will determine the per-
centage of the tuition increase. 
He encouraged students to start a 
campaign expressing their opin-
ions on the issue. 
The Student Concerns Com-
mittee announced that they will 
be conducting random phone sur-
veys to gain input from students. 
All members were asked to do 
phone calling and report back to 
Congress in two weeks. 
Chancellor candidate inter-
views will be held Dec. 7-23. SA 
members are needed to attend 
the interviews to be held Thurs-
day's at 2:30 p.m. in the Regents 
Room on the fifth floor of Darland. 
SA members will have the oppor-
tunity to ask the candidates ques-
tions. 
The "Twin Ports Intercolle-
giate Challenge" got underway 
Monday, Dec. 5 at UMD to collect 
food for the foodshelf. SA will be 
tabling In K S C to collect food. 
Members will be In the office at 4 
p.m. every day Dec. 5 through 
Dec. 9 to weigh the food. Mem-
bers were encouraged to sign up 
for a time to help and to donate 
food. 
It was proposed that a Bulldog 
mural be painted on the SA office 
wall to add to school spirit and to 
enhance SA office appearance. 
President Schultz ended the 
meeting asking members if there 
was a reason why there hasn't 
been good participation in SA 
events. She encouraged commu-
nication between members. She 
said if there is a problem, she 
would like to know about it. A 
small discussion followed. 
The next regular Congress 
meeting will be held Wednesday, 
December 14. 
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DailySpecials 
Double Cheeseburger 
Double Cheeseburger 
- P U I S - 4 - 8 P N O N i y -
Hamburger 
W E 
8 Pes Fried Chicken* 
plus tax 
'wliite/daric pieces 
Mushroom "N" Swiss™ Burger 
• each 
•phis tax 
Fisherman's Fillet™ Sandwich 
& Bag of Fries 
P U I S - A F T E R 4 P H O N i y -
1/4* Lb. Cheeseburger 
plus tax 
' aveiage precooked weight 
S A T U R D A Y 
1/4* lb. Cheeseburger 
• average precooked weight 
- P L U S - A F T E R 4 P N O N i y -
Regular Roast Beef Sandwich 
Cearb 
^pkHtax 
S U N D A Y 
Regular Roast Beef Sandwich 
£each 
^phistax 
K e n w o o d H a r d e e ' s 7 2 4 - 2 4 4 2 
H a i d e f i s : 
avi-nianK omHifdK'ibiaS|iWH.t«.xoi 
M y T u r n 
"Timidity of opinion wlR get 
you nowhere, and writing for 
anyone's approval but your 
own'wiR get you there fast So 
I shaR make no effort to 
present my opinion's in equiv-
ocal style. You wiR always 
know which side I am on." 
John O'Hara. 
This summer I had the op-
portunity to work at the St. 
Louis County Courthouse In 
D , Minnesota. Although 
I worked with a fine cast of 
characters, one Indlvrldual 
e J 6 S S 6 stands out In my mind to this 
. very day. 
W h i t e 111 call this Individual Don. 
Actually that's awful dose to 
his real name If you exchange 
the 'D' for another letter in the alphabet, but I think 
Don wUl work jus t fine. Don Is a 270 pound, pea-
nut-shaped man, who has to retreat to his locker ev-
ery hour to apply an extra coating of deodorant. He 
wears' the same khaki colored shirt and pants to 
work everyday, and on one side of his shirt Is a name 
tag, and on the other Is a patch of the American flag. 
The American flag Is the key here because Don Is a 
Vietnam veteran. Now, we've all heard about some of 
the Vietnam veteran's who have had some mental 
and physical problem's from the war, hut what Don 
suffer's from Is something altogether different. Don 
suffer's from Vietnam Attention Deficit Sjmdrome, or 
VADS (By the way, I just made that term up). Any-
way, he was In Vietnam; he want's everyone to know, 
and nobody cares. 
Many of the Vietnam vet's I know are reluctant to 
speak about the war, and If they do It's In very lim-
ited combat detail. I've heard one vet say, "The thing 
about war Is that It's either really, really exciting, or 
It's really, really boring!" And then his partner went 
on to explain how big the hag's of marijuana were 
and how much booze they drank while hanging with 
Vietnamese hookers. Don, or Donho (like Ramho) as 
he was nicknamed. Is quite the opposite. He took ev-
ery opportunity he could to stress the fact that he 
was in Vietnam, perhaps looking for some sort of 
credit, hut really acting like a hulfoon. Here are some 
examples of the comment's made by Donho. 
"Do you deer hunt?" Donho asked me one day as 
we cleaned a bathroom. 
"Sure. Do you?" I replied. 
"Well, I used to. But once you've killed a man, deer 
hunting ain't much of a challenge." 
Other colorful comment's from Donho Included, 
" I 'm going to use you for target practice," "Hold the 
target while I sight In my rifle," and of course, the al-
ways poignant, "I've got a bullet for you." 
As far as what Donho did in the war, nobody is re-
ally sure. He has said that he drove a tank, was part 
of the Infantiy, and told me that he used to lead a 
group of highly trained Individuals into the jungle at 
night and that the only one he got along with was the 
dog. Of course the men he spoke of were sniper's, 
and chance's are he never knew any of them. 
The other employee's In the Custodial Laboring 
section of the courthouse are nearly 99 percent sure 
that Don was a cook who merely heard all kinds of 
stories and now uses them as his own to combat his 
VADS. 
Well, one day after hearing one too many of these 
bullsh't stories I kind of told Don how I felt. This in -
cident occurred during lunch, a sacred time at the 
county. 
"Private White!" Donho shouted from two feet 
away. "If you ever come across a Vietnamese person 
and you want him to stop what he's doing just yell 
(some Vietnamese word that escapes me right now 
because I don't know Vietnamese)!" 
I looked at Donho and turned my hat around so It 
was on backwards (very Important plot point here). 
"Donho." I said. "What's wrong with you? The war's 
over, man." 
He looked at me long and hard, his bald head 
turning red. 'Well, I know what's wrong with you." 
He clamored. 'You wear your hat backwards. All you 
yoimg people wear your hat's backwards!" 
"So? What difference does that make?" I replied, 
falling to see the logic behind his argument. 
'You wear your hat backwards because you don't 
know which way you're going! You're lost! You are a 
slacker!" Donho proudly prodalmed. 
"Oh, I get It." I answered. "Now I'm just like you!" 
Don looked at me long and hard, pointed his fin-
ger at me, and replied tne only way he knew how, 
"I've got a bullet for you." 
The moral of this stoiy? I don't know...how about, 
'The reason some people get lost in thought Is be-
cause It's such unfamiliar territory to them.' 
white leave* you with thia: Blan don't need many rulea to live life by, 
but you ain't much of a man if you ain't beholdin' to the one* you do 
have. 
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L a c k o f s t a t e f u n d i n g c a u s e s t u i t i o n t o s o a r 
By Sean Kaufhold 
Guesf writer 
Tuition for many has be-
come oppressive and the up-
ward trend is not going to end 
soon. The student of 1971 
paid $522 a year to attend the 
University while today the 
same student would spend 
$3,200. From 1981 to 1993 
alone, tuition Increased 183 
percent while the consumer 
price Index only grew 64 per-
cent. In 1993 dollars, you 
would have paid $1,863, 
when you now spend $3,200. 
. In an effort to stop this 
trend, the Minnesota Legisla-
ture in 1982 passed laws in-
suring that students who at-
tended the University of Min-
nesota would not have to pay 
more than one-third of their 
tuition. Since, that year, in 
spite of the law, tuition has 
slowly increased and the stu-
dents must now pay for 41 
percent of their tulUon. While 
many know of this increase, 
few are aware of the increases 
to come within the next two 
years. 
A few years ago the Regents 
of the U of M began a project 
called U2000. it is designed to 
create a better learning envi-
ronment for the year 2000 
and beyond. In order for the 
Regents to implement this 
strategy, they need an addi-
tional $143.7 million for the 
1996-97 biennium. They have 
requested additional funds 
from Gov. Carlson and the 
legislature in the amount of 
$87.7 million. A total of $26.3 
million wlU come from a 4.8 
percent increase in tuition 
over the next two years. Real-
location of resources will 
hopefully free $28.2 million, 
and other increases will 
amount to $1.5 million. 
Although the 4.8 percent 
may seem high, it is actually 
on the low end of the scale. 
Gov. Carlson requested an-
other financial plan from the 
Regents in the event he chose 
not to increase funds. The Re-
gents decided to go ahead 
U2000 with or without the ad-
ditional support. The $143.7 
million would be accumulated 
in the following ways: $67.4 
million In reallocations and 
cuts; $8.7 million by increas-
ing students support fees and 
removing Wisconsin reciproci-
ty; $67.6 million would be 
generated by tuition Increas-
es. This would amount to a 12 
percent Increase over both of 
the next two years. Two years 
from now, with the fees added 
in, a student will be paying 
more than $1,460 a quarter, 
$270 more than what is paid 
now. 
The Regents have come to 
the conclusion that U2000 
must be fulfllled at any cost. 
They are aware of the trends 
In state financing and realize 
that unless the University Is 
made stronger now. It will 
quickly fall behind the nation. 
A report commissioned by the 
State Auditor's Gffice showed 
that the Increases In tuition 
are directly related to a lack of 
funding by the state. While tu-
ition grew 260 percent from 
1978-92, state appropriations 
only Increased 92 percent. 
During that same period, stu-
dent's portion of tuition In-
creased from 29 to 41 percent. 
In the last five years the 
trend is even more frightful. 
Spending by the Minnesota 
state government on higher 
education only increased 36.3 
percent while spending on 
prisons has grown 13 percent. 
This trend ranks Minnesota 
49 in the union on increases 
to higher education. The Re-
gents have reason to believe 
funding will not be Increased, 
but a look at our new Campus 
Center foretells that U2000 
Funding to 9 
H e a l t h c a r e r e f o r m d i s c u s s e d 
By Held! Broekemeier 
Copy Editor 
UMD students currently 
pay $544 per year ($136 per 
quarter and about $45 per 
month) for the University 
sponsored health Insurance 
policy, and $97 per year for 
the Student Health Fee. Be-
cause It is required to have 
health insurance coverage be-
fore registering at UMD, stu-
dents must choose between 
purchasing the University 
plan and remaining on their 
parents' policy. 
UMD students concerned 
over this choice and the fu-
ture of health care reform 
(HCR) had an opporttmlty to 
be heard last Tuesday after-
noon at the UMD Health Ser-
vices, where local state repre-
sentatives, Health Services 
faculty, and other health care 
representatives held a Health 
Care Reform forum. 
The forum was hosted by 
the UMD Health Services in 
conjunction with UMD SA 
(Student Association) and 
SHAC (Student Health Advi-
sory Committee), a student 
health group. The latest in 
health care reform was the 
topic of discussion at the fo-
rum and it was led by Dr. Mal-
colm McCutcheon, M.D., di-
rector and physician at the 
UMD Health Services. 
Dr. McCutcheon said that 
he has concern that not 
enough attention is being 
given to the college age group 
in the health care reform de-
bate. He explained that it was 
Important to Inform college 
students about health care. 
it is estimated that already 
almost 20 to 30 percent of 
Minnesota college students do 
not have health Insurance. 
President Clinton's plan has 
estimated that student pack-
ages should cost $2,100 per 
year. This 327 percent In-
crease in health care cost will 
increase the number of unin-
"Sured students, according to 
information received from the 
UMD Health Services. 
Rep. Beclqr Lourey (DFL, 
8B) and Rep. Tom Huntley 
(DFL, 6A) were on hand as 
members of the panel to gain 
input from UMD students and 
to provide Information on 
health reform debate. 
Huntley, who has served on 
the MN House Health and Hu-
man Services Committee, said 
he understands the concern 
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I n the December darkness 
we peer from our windows 
watching for an angel w i th rainbow wings 
to announce the Hope of the World. 
Ann Weems 
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What chance do the Vikings have to make the 
piayoffs? 
Mark Bontrager 
CEHSP Senior 
"When you have the Packers 
and Detroit in the division, 
how can they not make the 
playoffs?" 
Shane Farrell 
CSE Senior 
"They are in like Flynn." 
Kristin Northup 
CLA Sophomore 
"Yes, it looks good, we're tied 
for first. If we keep going we'll 
end up ahead of the Bears." 
NlQulsh Turner ^ 
SFA Sophomore 
"They came back from a bad 
start, so I think that they will 
have a chance." 
Photos • Shan* Olson 
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Public access terminals are located in: 
Kirby Student Center 
Upper floors of UMD Library 
J St Floor Library study lounge 
120 Bohannon Hall 
(consultant available) 
SEE Atrium 
' Y o u c a n connect to your Internet account from any of 
the publ ic t e rmina l s located around campus, from the 
micro-computer labs i f you have pa id the Lab Access 
fee, or from your on-campus or off-campus residence 
w i t h a computer and modem. 
W a n t to \c3irr\ h o w t o u s e y o u r 
Internet account? 
^eqmq Fall quarter. 1994, all students have access to their own Internet 
account on UMP's Sun SparcCenter (ub) computer. You can access your 
accomt from home with a computer ar\d modem, from dozere of public 
terminals placed around campus, and from the computer labs (if you have paid 
the lab access fee). To activate your account and receive a packet of further 
information, stop by the 120 bohannon public terminal lab (consultant hours 
posted), or talk to a consultant in one of the computer labs. You may also 
want to attend one of the seminars listed below to see a demonstration of 
what you can do with your account and to ask any questions you might have. 
In our "What can you do with your Internet account?'^ eeminare you'll 
see how to • correct to your account. • use our new 'unenu' UNIX menu 
system, • send email to friends and teachers, • "surf the Internet'' using 
gopher, • part\c\pat€\m Ueenet newe^roupe on thousands of topics. Check 
the schedule below for dates and times. 
Tuesday Pec. 6 5:00-5:50 pm 
Thursday Pec. 5 2:00-2:50 pm 
Tuesday Pec. 13 . . . . 3 :00-350 pm 
Wednesday . . . . Pec. 14 . . . . 5:00-5:50 pm 
All seminars mil be held in 195 Marshall W. Alworth Hall 
Y o u r W h a t 
H u r t s ? 
M e g a n 
R o s s 
Ridiculous. No, wait. Unbe-
lievable. Or how about pathet-
ic? In case you're wondering, 
I'm searching for a word to de-
scribe certain events and is -
sues currently in the news. I 
figure that venting my frustra-
tions is the only way I will ever 
he able to discover this elusive 
word 1 am searching for and 
get on with my life. 
First of all, the issue con-
cerning prayer in school has 
nearly rendered me speech-
less. Nearly. I'd love to know 
why some members of the 
House and the Senate believe 
they have the right and/or the 
^^^^^^^^^^^^ duty to bring prayer into puh-
lie schools across the country. 
There are so many reasons why this Idea is com-
pletely absurd it's hard to know where to begin. 
Religion and prayer are, in my opinion, extremely 
personal. We live in a diverse nation where no single, 
uniform prayer could ever he acceptable to each per-
son or account for every individual's beliefs, no mat-
ter how general and non-denominational one could 
make the prayer. There are many different religions, 
gods, churches, and schools of thought out there. 
Who decided that Christianity should he #1? If you 
want to participate in group worship there are count-
less numbers of places to go, hut public schools 
should not he one of them. 
Some argue that by bringing prayer into schools 
kids will become better people, with better attitudes 
and better morals. Who is to say this is true? A per-
son's belief, or lack thereof, in some sort of god or 
higher power has little to do with the type of person 
they are. I've known caring and compassionate peo-
3le who hold no faith in any type of religion. I've 
mown dedicated church-goers who are narrow-
minded and prejudiced in many ways. The reverse is 
also true. My point is that religious convictions do 
not always translate into hard-working, ethical, and 
responsible citizens. 
Even if participation is not required of those stu-
dents and teachers who hold different beliefs, what 
kind of message is this sending out? These politi-
cians who want to bring prayer into our schools are 
essentially saying that anyone who doesn't share 
their beliefs doesn't count. You don't have to partici-
pate, hut you're wrong. Remember, these members of 
congress are ordinary people like you and me who 
Just happen to know how to smile, shake hands, kiss 
"bahies, make promises, and sling mud a little bit bet-
ter than the rest of us. What qualifies these people to 
determine when, where, and now each of us prays, 
let alone to which God we pra j^ Basically, anyone 
can pray at any time - in school, in courtrooms, at 
parties, outside, anywhere - if they keep it the per-
sonal matter it should be. 
Moving on, I cannot understand the "we vs. them" 
mentality that has taken over our political system. 
The words "Democrat" and "Republican" do not 
merely represent different Ideologies or political iden-
tities, at least not to some. This has been especially 
evident during the weeks following the 1994 elec-
tions. 
Members of both parties have taken it upon them-
selves in recent weeks to expose and explain the sup-
posed evils of the party to which they do not belong. 
Since the elections, I have read several opinion pieces 
and letters to the editor that are nothing but pitiful, 
name-calling tirades with no relevant point. 
One individual wrote to the St. Paul Pioneer Press 
stating, "Since all the Intolerants-Religious have suc-
ceeded in electing their own Rod Grams, I pray that 
he will abandon their agenda of hate..." Another 
wrote, "As a Republican, I am in a state of euphoria 
over the past election. However, we cannot afford to 
let our political enemies get the upper hand." 
Intolerants-Religious? Political enemies? This be-
havior only serves to antagonize and perpetuate the 
problem. Whether we like it or not. Boh Dole, Newt 
Gingrich, Bill Clinton, and all fiie others represent 
each of us. Everyone has the right to express their 
beliefs and to let our elected officials know where we 
stand on the issues, but resorting to cheap shots is 
Immature and uncalled for. 
Well, I'm running out of space and I still haven't 
found the perfect word to describe how I feel. I did 
come up with a couple that are okay, and I guess 
they'll have to do. To the politicians who want to in -
stitute prayer in schools, can you say self-important? 
And about the others targeted in this column, the 
only word I can think of is sad. 
Ro«« would like to thank Zach for being auch a gracioua loser and for 
the delicious dinner on Monday. 
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Individual Education A c c o u n t 
is n e w way to finance school 
By Heidi Broekemeier 
Copy Editor 
Today's college students 
have the special opportunity 
to enjoy higher quality educa-
tion and more flexibility in re-
paying loans in the nation's 
1,500 Independent colleges 
and universities, according to 
the National Association of In-
dependent Colleges and Uni-
versities. 
The Individual Education 
Accoimt, a new way of financ-
ing a college education an-
nounced by President Clinton 
In October, has a way of mak-
ing college more affordable. 
The account enables students 
to borrow money for college 
and allows the student to de-
termine the best way of paying 
it back. 
There are four ways to re-
pay the accounts, and chang-
ing the payment option at any 
time Is not a problem. The 
first option allows for a fixed 
amount repayment over a 10 
year period. Two other options 
will permit people with very 
high debts to spread their re-
pajrments over a longer period 
of time. Another option will 
make it possible for a student 
to pay back as a percentage of 
their income for the life of the 
loan. 
This plan eliminates the 
"middle mcin" in the student 
loan process, who imposes 
enormous and Inefilcient 
transaction costs. The plan 
has a potential of saving U.S. 
taxpayers $4.3 billion and re-
ducing student loan fees by 
$2 bUIlon, the U.S. Depart-
ment of E^iucatlon said. 
Recently there has been 
more attention given to edu-
cation, the Department of Ed -
ucation explained. Borrowing 
money for college is simpler 
because students get loems di-
rectly through their colleges 
and avoid the "red tape." 
Loans are more affordable and 
students can repay depending 
on their ability. Refinancing Is 
also available, and taxpayers 
do not suffer. 
Over the past 22 months of 
his administration President 
Clinton has also appeared to 
make a better effort toward 
education reform, signing into 
law six ground brea^ng edu-
cation initiatives: The Goals 
2000 Educate America Act, 
assisting communities aind 
states with funds to develop 
and Implement their own 
school Improvements; The 
Safe Schools Act, providing 
funds to schools with serious 
crime to develop violence pre-
vention initiatives Including 
teaching students ways to re-
solve conflicts pieacefully; The 
Educational Research, Devel-
opment, Dissemination and 
Improvement Act, supporting 
research and collecting Infor-
mation about successful 
teaching and learning practic-
es; The School To Work Gp-
portunlties Act, forming part-
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nershlps between states and 
communities and schools to 
design systems where stu-
dents learn In the classroom 
and at the work site; The Im-
proving America's Schools 
Act, targeting funds to areas 
of great poverty and providing 
greater flexibility to use fed-
eral aid for students with spe-
cial needs; The National Ser-
vice Trust Act, creating oppor-
tunities to earn or pay back 
college tuition through public 
service; and The Student Loan 
Reform Act, mziking it easier 
for borrowers to obtain and 
repay loans for higher educa-
tion. 
Every American will be eli-
gible for an Individual Elduca-
tion Account. There are cur-
rently 300,000 students who 
have taken out these new col-
lege loans. According to the 
Information, by 1995, 40 per-
cent of all U.S. colleges will be 
enrolled in the program. 
For more information on 
the Individual Education Ac-
count, you are encouraged to 
call the U.S. Education De-
partment's Federal Student 
Aid Information Center at 1-
800-4FED-AID. 
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728-3663 5 : 3 0 - 8 : 0 0 p . m . 
Large 2 topping pizza. 
The Time you order is the 
price you Pay! 
E a t In or Pickup Only 
No Coupon N e c e s s a r y 
1600 Woodland Avenue 
F r e ^ M e d i u m P i z z a ! | 
W i t h p u r c h a s e o f I 
a IMed ium I 
P i z z a o f e q u a l o r i 
g reate r va lue . J 
. Expires 12-15-94 ' 
^ B u y " " " ; 
Get 1 I 
F R E E I 
Eat In - Pick up - Delivery I 
Expires 12-15-94 • 
S t u d e n t s -
DC! P lasma wants to fill your pockets during 
Chr is tmas with " C A S H " to buy your Chr is tmas pre-
sents. 
DCI gives you money on the spot for donating 
plasma. Consider th is . . . for a new donor, the f irst 
t ime you donate, you get $ 2 2 . Make an extra $ 5 by 
showing your student I. D. then your next 3 donations 
after that is $ 2 0 each for a total of $ 8 7 . Donate 6 
t imes between December 5th and 2 3 r d and make 
$ 1 2 7 (Regular donors earn $ 1 0 5 ) . 
" P L U S " donate twice each 
week and be eligible for a $ 1 0 0 
C a s h Drawing [each week]. 
wm 
D C I P L A S M A C E N T E R 
1 7 2 0 W . Superior St reet 
7 2 2 - 8 9 1 2 
1 ^ 
T h e UMD Statesman i s n o w t a k i n g a p p l i c a t i o n s 
f o r E D I T O R - I N - C H I E F 
C o p y E d i t o r s . P r o d u c t i o n A r t i s t s 
a n d S p o r t s W r i t e r s 
f o r w i n t e r a n d s p r i n g q u a r t e r s . 
P l e a s e s t o p b y K i r b y 1 1 8 t o p i c k u p 
a n a p p l i c a t i o n a n d j o b d e s c r i p t i o n . 
ALL applications due December 12, 1994 by 4:00pm. 
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F o x w o r t h : ' U k e a h u s k y ' 
From 1 
support from Northwest Air-
lines. USWest, and Federal 
Express is still a much 
hoped-for possibility. The 
$94,000 Foxworth must raise 
to complete the fund would 
provide 15 students with re-
newable $500 scholarships 
each year. 
He's hoping that larger 
support will come from the In-
creased publicity of this year's 
event and the coverage that he 
received from his November 5 
jog with President Clinton. He 
remembers the latter with 
great pride, insisting that, "If 
you want to, you can do what I 
did. All it takes Is determina-
tion." 
Determination seems to be 
something Foxworth has 
plenty of. Dubbed "Ice Man" 
by UMD Life Fitness Coordi-
nator Rod Raymond, his 
trainer for both runs, in refer-
ence to the ice that formed on 
his stocking cap during his 
sub-zero, early morning runs 
last year. Foxworth is working 
hard to prepare for this event. 
Waking daily at 4:30 a.m., 
running up to 25 miles a day 
(he'll be covering 32 miles a 
day during the actual run). 
and adhering to a strict diet. 
This adds up to a lot of effort 
for a man who has "never run 
a marathon." 
Raymond compares Fox-
worth to an Alaskan husky, a 
dog trained for long-term en-
durance, as opposed to a 
speedy but quickly tiring rab-
bit. Mentioning that Foxworth 
still has 8% body fat to lose 
(from 20% now to 12% by 
March), he said, "Ken looks 
like a big 'ol football player, 
but... you've got to look at 
what he's doing, not at what 
he looks like. That's what 
makes this thing so exciting, 
that this man isn't built to do 
this but through determina-
tion and drive he's able to ac-
complish it." 
Foxworth feels confident he 
will accomplish his goal, "it's 
nice when... someone comes 
up to me and they say, ' I saw 
you on TV and 1 really believe 
in what you're doing here,'" he 
said. 'We're going to raise the 
$150,000. We're going to raise 
more than the $150.000... 
The thing is, do you believe?" 
Students and faculty who 
wish to become involved In 
Foxworth's efforts can contact 
Achievement Center Director 
Dr. Linda Belote. 
F u n d i n g : 4 . 8 b e s t c h o i c e 
From 5 
will continue one way or an-
other. While a 4.8 percent In-
crease will not be welcomed, it 
is the best we can hope for, 
and one way to further that 
goal is to write your represen-
tatives and tell them about 
your concerns. Many of you 
on campus will receive ideas 
in the mail from SA on how to 
accomplish this. If you do not 
receive a packet by December 
15, SA encourages you to 
come to their ofllce and pick 
one up. 
H e a l t h c a r e : T h e g o a l i s f o r a f f o r d a b l e c a r e 
From 5 
for student health care be-
cause the issue has person-
ally affected him, having col-
lege age children. He said that 
it is Important that students 
are better informed about 
health care reform. 
Tracy Ackman, Student 
Chair of SHAC, posed the 
question to the panel of what 
can be done to help college 
students gain health care. 
Huntley responded. Without 
trying to sound political, un-
less we get universal coverage, 
there will always be problems. 
I don't think we'll get there in 
the next few years." He said 
that there needs to be specilic 
legislation sought that deals 
with health care coverage for 
dependents living away from 
home, to include college stu-
dents. 
Other health care repre-
sentatives on the panel 
agreed, and said that there 
needs to be a reciprocal rela-
tionships within insurance 
companies where parent 
health policies extend to stu-
dents living away from the 
service of the plan. 
Rep. Lourey, an author of 
Minnesota's first health care 
legislation and a member of 
the Commission on Health 
Care Reform, said that it is 
important that the state of 
Minnesota provide affordable 
and geographical health care 
access. She said she hoped 
that this forum would provide 
input that she could take 
back to St. Paul, and she was 
encouraged to see such a good 
turnout of students who are 
concerned with health care. 
Lourey explained that there 
must be a "level playing field," 
where Insurance companies 
must offer coverage to every-
one who applies and must re-
new the policy without looking 
at previous .conditions. Her 
goal for affordable health care 
coverage is 1997, she added. 
There are students who de-
cide to not be covered because 
of the cost. Only 10 percent of 
UMD students purchase the 
University sponsored plan 
(approximately 834 students 
p^r quarter). 
"I'm caught in a gap," ex-
plained one concerned UMD 
student. IVe gone four 
months without coverage. My 
parents make enough (in-
come), and my fmancial aide 
doesn't always cover my ex-
penses." Therefore, health in-
surance is one of the first 
things the student will go 
without. 
Health care is not always a 
priority for college age stu-
dents, explained Dr. Mc-
Cutcheon. He said that there 
were 14,000 visits to the 
Health Services last year, and 
college students are in a high 
risk group with injuries, vi-
ruses, and pregnancy. 
"Students need local health 
care as much as anyone." 
Don Ness, a junior and SA 
Senator present at the forum, 
said that he was glad to see 
that the representatives were 
interested in gaining student 
input about health coverage. 
However, he was disappointed 
that they discussed too much 
about insurance companies 
rather than student health 
coverage. " I was disappointed 
that they did not focus on 
UMD student coverage, and 
just talked in general." 
However, there has been a 
focus on improving UMD's 
health care policy. Ackman, 
who serves on the Student 
Health Insurance Task Force, 
said that college health is be-
ing addressed. This task force, 
directed under the Vice Chan-
cellor's ofllce, is made up of 
students and faculty, and has 
the purpose of discussing 
changes and improvements to 
the insurance policy. 
The policy for the 1995-96 
school year Is being discussed 
and insurance companies are 
taking bids on it. "Each year 
we try for a better package, 
with more versatility, and less 
deductible," explained Ack-
man. "Our commitment is to 
put the best package together 
as possible." 
The forum was interesting, 
but left students with many 
unanswered questions said 
Susan Schultz, SA president. 
She said that at UMD work 
can be done to bring down the 
cost of the University fx)iicy. 
She said that it was good that 
the representatives took the 
time to hear students' input, 
but it appeared that some of 
the members were on a "soap 
box" explaining what they had 
accomplished, and not really 
addressing student concerns. 
However, Ackman was ex-
cited about the future of 
health care reform for UMD 
students. "I'm glad they (the 
panel) were Interested In stu-
dent concerns," said Ackman. 
" I was very happy with the 
turnout, and the experience 
was very positive." 
2 0 % o f f a l l C h r i s t m a s G i f t I t e m s 
a t t h e U M D M a r k e t p l a c e 
sale begins Monday, December 12 
2 0 % o f f E v e r y t h i n g 
U M D B u l l d o g S h o p 
C h r i s t m a s S a l e 
K i r b y R a f t e r s 
Third Floor, Kirby Student Center 
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As most UMD students are probably aware. Chan-
cellor lannl will be leaving his position as chancellor 
this spring after eight years of service. To find someone 
to fill his shoes. University President Nils Hasselmo 
has appointed a special search committee to interview 
and review each candidates* qualifications. 
The list of 72 candidates who applied has now been 
narrowed down to five. During the next few weeks, 
these five candidates will appear In forums open to the 
general public (a list of the candidates and their forum 
times Is printed on page one). 
In addition, the Statesman will print a series of fo-
cus sections In the coming weeks on each of the candi-
dates. 
I encourage every student to attend these forums, 
read our articles, ask questions, and get to know each 
candidate. I also encourage every student to the ap-
proach your Student Association President, Susan 
Schultz, who Is a member of the search committee. 
You elected her — she Is your voice. It seems only right 
for the students to have a say In choosing who wUl lead 
their school Into the next century. 
Zach Johns 
U n i v e r s i t y h a s 
d i v e r s e r e i i g i o n s 
Dear Editor, 
There seems to be a great 
consternation among stu-
dents and stair that classes 
continues right through Fr i -
day, December 23, making It 
hard for students to "get home 
for Christmas." It seems to me 
that this quarter's calendar is 
a helpful reminder that while 
Christians may be the major-
ity at UMD, we are not the 
only faith tradition represent-
ed; that our culturally diverse 
university also includes di-
verse religions; and that not 
everyone Avill be celebrating 
Christmas as a Christian holi-
day. Indeed, the lateness of 
the beginning of the break 
may give us a feel for what our 
Jewish brothers and sisters 
felt when Fal l Quarter began 
on Rosh Hashana and Winter 
Quarter began on Hanukkah. 
Joel Huenemann 
United Campus Minister 
L e t t e r s d o n ' t 
r e p r e s e n t S A 
Dear Editor, 
As a member of the Stu-
dent Association I feel it nec-
essary to clarify a few matters 
on Joe Briseno's and Tim Poe-
schl's editorials. Student As-
sociation is a diverse group 
and henceforth has diverse 
members with diverse opin-
ions. But, what Mr. Brlseno 
and Mr. PoeschI say are their 
opinions only and are not the 
view of the Student Associa-
tion. Even though Mr. Brlseno 
points out his positions by his 
name, they have no bearing 
on the opinion of the Student 
Association. None, nada, zip, 
zero. In fact, what Mr. Brlseno 
wrote was an unwarranted 
personal attack, a personal 
attack that was not Justified 
by using references to him be-
ing in the Student Associa-
tion. What their opinions and 
editorials happened to be are 
Republican versus DFL pro-
paganda. Yes, they are impor-
tant Student Association 
members, but also as a repre-
sentative of you, the student 
body, I wanted everyone to re-
alize these are not the opin-
ions of UMD's Student Associ-
ation. 
Shad M. Cook 
Senior, CLA 
E x - E d i t o r e x p l a i n s 
h i s m e t h o d s 
Dear Editor, 
As the first editor in the 
Statesman's 65 year history to 
be dismissed, I want to clarify 
some points and share some 
Ideas with this campus, the 
Statesman staff, and the 
Board of Publications. 
To begin with, let me assert 
that the main issue in the 
board's decision of my dis-
missal was a perceived lack of 
leadership ability, on my part, 
to effectively run the States-
man. However, the fact re-
mains that the Statesman WAS 
produced each week, the 
quality improved and we 
made money. These goals are 
the main responsibilities of 
the editor. A point of conten-
tion, raised by the Statesman 
staff, was the method used In 
leading the staff in producing 
the newspaper. 
Mine is a leadership style 
that Is based on trust and ac-
countability, and I acted on It. 
Though at times I disagreed 
with some of the content deci-
sions by the section editors, I 
trusted their Judgments. I 
never infringed on their areas. 
I also never dictated to them 
about what they should be do-
ing or how they should do it. I 
believed this would develop in 
them, a sense of ownership 
and pride in the work they 
did. It was my hope that In-
stead of relying on my compe-
tence as "the Eidltor," this staff 
would find their own assur-
ance. I trusted them and ex-
pected them to do their Jobs 
without me breathing down 
their necks or stepping on 
their toes. 
I'm guilty of giving the staff 
the freedom to discover what 
they could achieve. I'm guilty 
of trusting them to perform 
the Jobs I hired them to do. I'm 
guilty of letting the staff be the 
main creators of quality where 
any one of them could hold up 
this newspaper and say: "Look 
what I did." 
Instead of holding the 
Statesman up and owning 
that pride, this staff decided 
they could not work with me. 
My biggest mistake was ex-
pecting a lot, perhaps too 
much from the staff. In hind-
sight, I know it was a mistake 
to give this staff as much free-
dom as I did and the responsi-
bility that goes with it before 
they were ready to accept it. 
The Statesman is a better 
newspaper today than it was 
when I started. There is cer-
tainly room for improvement, , 
and I hope the new editor and 
staff continue to strive for 
quality and service. I wish the 
Statesman well in the coming 
months and hope it achieves 
the potential that it has. 
Matthew Spearman 
Former Statesman Editor 
S p e a r m a n ' s s t y l e 
u n a p p r e c i a t e d 
Dear Editor, 
I would like to second Pro-
fessor Bartlett's comments on 
the sacking of Matt Spearman 
by the Student Publications 
board. The Statesman is look-
ing better this year than I've 
ever seen it, so it makes no 
sense that this action should 
be taken now. 
Of course, credit for the pa-
per's Improvement must be 
shared among the entire staff, 
and I congratulate all of those 
involved. But the complaints 
of some staffers that Matt 
"just laid back" tDidvth News-
Tribune, Dec. 1, p. 2B) seem 
pretty lame. I have seen Matt 
give an enormous amount of 
energy over the years to sev-
eral projects in which he be-
lieved passionately, including 
the publication of another, 
"alternative" student newspa-
per a few years ago (not to 
mention his long, uphill battle 
to get hired by The Statesnmn 
In the first place). So I find it 
hard to believe that once he 
gained the editor's position he 
just "never really started to 
actually do his Job." 
More likely, I suspect, is 
that Malt's open and demo-
cratic style of leadership, to 
which Professor BarOett at-
tests so articulately, was Just 
not understood or appreciated 
by his peers. This Is so symp-
tomatic of a more general lack 
of initiative and creativity 
which, in my opinion, is all too 
prevalent at UMD. Why would 
anyone in their right mind 
prefer mindlessly taking or-
ders to taking advantage of a 
lot of freedom to create? This 
is precisely the attitude that 
made The Statesman seem 
half brain-dead before. But 
then again, maybe that's what 
the majority of this campus 
really wants. 
Let's hope the paper's new 
leadership proves me wrong. 
Larry Knopp 
Associate Professor of Geog-
raphy 
E d i t o r e x p l a i n s 
s t a f f ' s p o s i t i o n 
Dear Editor, 
Having been one of the 
members of Statesman staff to 
ask for Matt Spearman's res-
ignation at the end of Fal l 
Quarter, I feel it is necessary 
to explain our point of view. I 
also feel it is necessary to ad-
dress some of the points made 
in Professor Bartlett's letter 
last week. Having to ask for 
Mr. Spearman's resignation is 
not something we wanted to 
do, but for the sake of the 
Statesman is was a necessary 
course of action. 
Professor Bartlett claims 
that Mr. Spearman had a 
clear vision for the Statesman 
and that he was forced to 
make compromises. Professor 
Bartlett is Avrong on both 
points. Mr. Spearman did 
have a vision for the States-
man, but after discovering 
that parts of that vision were 
impossible, for reason's con-
nected to the entire Universi-
ty, he gave up on the rest of 
his plan. It was impossible for 
Mr. Spearman to compromise 
because he gave up before the 
first issue went to press. 
As far as the changes in 
format, Mr. Spearman was 
not responsible for any of 
them. The new banners were 
not suggested by Mr. Spear-
man. The content of opinion 
columns and the three sec-
tions were not suggested by 
Mr. Spearman. Mr. Spearman 
suggested little or no story 
ideas, failed to leam the com-
puter system that is used, 
hired the first person to apply 
Just to fill positions, left out 
letter's to the editor, and 
spent little or no time in the 
ofllce, among other things. 
And perhaps most impor-
tantly, Mr. Spearman never 
attempted to share his vision 
with the rest of the staff, euid 
so It was therefore impossible 
to Implement It. 
When asked for explana-
tions for his actions Mr. 
Spearman Ignored our ques-
tions and continued his lals-
sez-falre attitude. No one in 
this office ever tried to impose 
anything on Mr. Spearman 
but we did require some ex-
planation. His most memora-
ble reply was, " I don't have to 
answer to you." 
Is that leadership? Maybe 
for Lao Tse, but I doubt it. 
No matter what leadership 
style Mr. Spearman claimed to 
be using, one very pressing 
fact became very obvious to 
the members of this staff: Mr. 
Spearman did not have the 
qualiflcations necessary to 
lead a newspaper. He seemed 
to have limited knowledge 
about the entire process. 
If anyone should be 
"blamed" for Mr. Spearman's 
dismissal it should be the 
Board of Publications for even 
hiring him in the first place. 
Mr. Spearman was a poor 
worker. - In this "democratic" 
society, if you don't do your 
Job you get replaced with 
someone who will. End of sto-
ry. I Just hope that Mr. Spear-
man learns something from 
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N u c l e a r a r m s r a c e h a s p o s i t i v e e f f e c t s 
By Richard Schulte 
Opinion Writer 
I will call this article, the positive ef-
fects of nuclear arms proliferation and 
the nuclear arms race. Now, I already 
know that I have turned many of you 
off, and I think It is probably a healthy 
reaction. However, I think this de-
serves some reasonable thought. So I 
ask that you take the time to give this 
reasonable consideration. 
The reason I have referred to the 
positive side effects of the nuclear 
arms race is we are all well aware of 
the negative effects of nuclear arms, 
but nuclear weapons have dramati-
cally changed how we live and some 
effects in the long term may be positive 
if we focus on them. The nuclear arms 
race has forever changed the nature of 
land warfare, and in return this has 
changed the nature of our societies. 
The odds of seeing a large-scale land 
conflict are quite limited, or are fast 
reducing. In the nuclear age, espe-
cially with the advent of satellite sur-
veillance, the danger to a massing a 
body of troops is too great. The range 
of guided mlssUe weapons has also in-
creased to the point where previously 
non-combatant rear area personnel 
were safe, they no longer are. In the 
nuclear age there are no non-combat-
ants. 
The nature of warfare to this point 
in history has been to increase the size 
and fire power of the force in attack. 
Large scale, set piece battles, are forc-
ing maneuvering in the offensive. I 
think to some extent the American 
military Is not training in the right di-
rection because they seem to be over-
committing in the area of technology 
and ignoring training. Modem warfare 
is changing; it Is too easy to spot and 
destroy a massing unit. This new tech-
nology is forcing a change in the rela-
tionship to technology for the soldier 
on the line. 
The nature of warfare currently has 
been to focus on technological solu-
tions rather than training solutions. 
You could say, in a military sense, that 
the "bomb" is the ultimate technologi-
cal solution. I am glad that It has not 
been used since World War I I , and 
hope It never is again. But the threat 
will forever be with us. The nuclear 
age has been a period of increasing la-
ziness for America. The prevailing atti-
tude in some camps has been "we 
have the bomb so you'd better listen to 
us no matter what we say." This Is the 
ultimate in the bully attitude, the bul-
lies almost always being very lazy, ig-
norant people. 
The bomb is not a sufficient solu-
tion, though. In using ityb'U will al-
most always destroy the thing you 
were trying to gain or protect, and in 
the process probably take part of your 
force with it. The key to dealing with 
massive fire power is getting yourself 
close enough to make the weapon un-
usable. The nature of warfare has 
been in increasing the size and organi-
zation of the force In the attack; the 
solution to the defender then is to get 
as close to the attacker as possible. 
This destroys the organizational abil-
ity of a unit from within and makes fire 
power useless. Our military model has 
been to focus on teaching organiza-
tion, but in the nuclear age large orga-
nizations are more dangerous than se-
cure. What we need to teach is individ-
Ucil skills, and teach the soldiers not 
how to depend upon the organization 
but how to think for themselves and 
work together. 
What we now need to teach is, low 
Intensity combat skills (guerrilla war-
fare) rather than high intensity war-
fare. At this point you are probably 
saying to yourself, "this is fine and all 
but what does this have to do with 
me?" I ask for your patience, this will 
start to make sense. The skills In low 
intensify warfare are dependent upon 
individual intelligence. The focus is 
not upon technological dependence, it 
tends to put technology in its proper 
perspective, designing the tools to 
serve the soldier. The skills that need 
to be taught are Interdependence, 
, self-reliance, thoughtfulness, flexibili-
ty, respect, and a creative, motivated 
spirit. In low intensity warfare a moti-
vated attitude is the key. 
The skills necessary for low inten-
sity warfare are almost anti-organiza-
tional in nature because the weight of 
a large organization Is a deadly hin-
drance. Weight Is distributed to those 
who can cany it. In the nuclear or post 
nuclear age more and more will be-
come an issue of individual training. 
This is not Just because as history 
proves that individual training is the 
cornerstone of any military, but be-
cause the level of fire power now in-
volved forever changes how wars are to 
be fought. The skills necessary to low 
intensity warfare develop self confi-
dence and endanger flexibility and 
trust in larger organizations, rather 
than breeding mistrust and forcing 
larger organization to become authori-
tarian in nature. 
The reason this is important to the 
rest of society is that most societies, at 
their root, run on the model of their 
military; If you want an example look 
at the entire basis of our economic 
system. If capitalism is not a military 
strategy, i don't know what else is. in 
the post nuclear age the educational 
system must focus upon individual 
skill training and the fundamental 
thinking skills that will be required. 
Students must be taught self confi-
dence as well as trust in larger organi-
zations. Flexibility is the key to suc-
cess in the newly evolving world. It rer ' 
quires a re-focus upon the individual, 
on individual adaptability and intelli-
gence. All those fundamental skills 
need to be taught with an understand-
ing of the methods of why they are 
taught. This will make us, as a people, 
better able to survive and compete in 
the world. The basics is always where 
strength is at. The other effect is in-
stilling an awareness in interdepen-
dence and trust which will ease ten-
sions in the post-nuclear age. Any or-
ganization is designed for service to 
the people rather than its reverse, if 
you remove the people, what kind of 
organization will you have? 
I thought I would finish with a 
quote for the day. This is from a hero 
of mine, Thomas Jefferson. Here goes: 
" I have sworn upon the altar of God 
eternal hostility against evety form of 
tyranny over the mind of man." 
Schulte is a junior majoring In Interdisciplin-
ary studies. 
his dismissal or he may end 
up on the unemployment line 
again. 
In closing. I would Just like 
to say that Mr. Spearman's 
firing was neither personal 
nor unwarranted. Our actions 
were Justified and I , for one, 
stand firmly behind our deci-
sion. 
Jesse White 
News Editor 
H i s t o r y q u e s t i o n 
I s p r o c e d u r e 
Dear Editor, 
Jesse White proposed a di-
rect question to me in his col-
umn "My Turn, " which de-
serves a direct answer. To wit, 
he wrote: "Professor Vann I 
ask you this: If we are never 
taught about other areas of 
the world, such as Africa or 
Asia, and we are not exposed 
to their accomplishments and 
their rich histories, how can 
we ever really leam to com-
municate with each other?" 
Well, Jesse, we communicate 
through language. The study 
of foreign language is essen-
tial for understanding the 
richness of a foreign culture. 
You can also totally Immerse 
yourself In foreign cultures by 
either participating In the 
Study Abroad program or by 
Joining the Peace Corps. If you 
wish to study non-westem 
cultures in a classroom set-
ting, you should take Asian 
and African history. You 
might also demand that the 
University institute courses 
on Islam-there are now more 
Muslims in this country than 
Episcopalians, and the Middle 
East today is an important 
sector of the international 
economy. You might even de-
mand that your high school 
and junior college provide 
more variety and a better un-
derstanding of world history. 
But the issue in the 
"history department thing" is 
not the study of African, or 
Asian, or European, or Middle 
Eastern, or Latin American 
History. Nobody objects to 
teaching these subjects, and 
we all agree that they should 
be taught on the UMD cam-
pus. These are all areas of the 
world that should be studied, 
and as of right now lack a 
full-time tenured position in 
the UMD Department of His-
tory. The issue is departmen-
tal autonomy and the rights of 
faculty. Two years ago three 
tenured scholars in the De-
partment of History retired. 
Their teaching fields were E u -
ropean and American history. 
Their coirrses were covered by 
two scholars holding one-year 
appointments In European 
and Asian history. Last year 
the entire department held a 
university-funded retreat, in 
which it democratically 
agreed that it would request 
tenure-track positions in E u -
ropean and Asian history so 
that these classes would con-
tinue to be taught. The VCAA 
ignored this request and in-
sisted on substituting African 
history in place of European 
history, and terminating the 
position in European history. 
White apparently would agree 
with this flat, because he al-
ready has all the European 
history that he needs. But the 
VCAA's actions would be Just 
as wrong if Asian history were 
terminated and African sub-
stituted. The issue is not the 
subject taught; the issue in-
volves the setting aside of the 
University's governmental 
procedures. 
Theresa Vann 
Department of History 
H i s t o r y d e c i s i o n 
n o t d e m o c r a t i c 
Dear Editor, 
I always feel that it Is im-
portant to answer queries 
from students. After all they 
do provide us with our 
"reason for being". Thus, I 
wish to comment on Mr. Jesse 
White's concerns, cilbeit unin-
formed and unenlightened as 
they are. Mr. White seems re-
ally to be off the mark on his 
complaint. I must admit that I 
do sympathize with his gen-
eral complaint, that is to the 
pathetic treatment of histori-
cal content as taught in Amer-
ican high schools and Junior 
colleges. I find major agree-
ment here. Other points that 
Mr. White makes, however. 
are misinformed at best and 
absurd at worst. Faculty work 
loads are not increased or de-
creased with the addition or 
subtraction of faculty! Sec-
ond, student tuition does not 
pay faculty salaries. Those are 
generated by the tax payers of 
the state of Minnesota and are 
under separate budgets. Stu-
dent tuition helps defer the 
"operating costs" at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota. Thirdly, I 
don't know where Mr. White 
has been, but Dlnesh D'Souza 
("who?") has been around for 
some time and the discussion 
of political correctness has 
been THE Issue on American 
campuses for nearly eight 
years. I know, "things come 
late to Minnesota, but they 
last longer (for better or 
worse)". Finally, I would sug-
gest that Mr. White re-read 
my essay in order to grasp its 
meaning instead of tossing 
out the idle condemnations, 
misinterpretations or disturb-
ing absurdities such as -
"What I really want to say Is ... 
European History — who 
cares? That's right, this his-
tory major says — who 
cares!", " ... J u s t incest, mur-
der and manipulation in the 
name of religion" and "ego-
driven. Euro-centric, etc.". 
THose misinterpretations call 
into question his understand-
ing of history and a romanti-
cized view of cultures and civi-
lizations in general. More im-
portantly, such idle polemics 
make me wonder if Mr. White 
has grasped any of the essen-
tials in his declared major, es-
pecially objectivity and unbi-
ased approach. Obviously the 
"new and improved" history 
curriculum is producing a 
depth if intellectual illiteracy 
which disturbs me. 
I know I can go on and on 
on this subject. I guess it is an 
"occupational hazard" to be 
log winded! Placing all com-
mentary aside, there Is a 
"paper trail" to this affair, a 
trail that indicates depart-
mental desires and needs. Ob-
viously, those needs were 
"ruled" inadequate. A general 
pronouncement was made as 
to "what is to be taught". To-
talitarian regimes do this, not 
democracies. If Mr. White 
knew what democracy en-
tailed, maybe he would under-
stand the issue more clearly. 
I f we fail to grasp this general 
issue, that is the right of par-
ticipation in order to deter-
mine one's destiny, either in 
dlvldually or collectively, then 
we are doomed as a civiliza-
tion. The end result is that the 
abuse of power, either at the 
departmental level, or at the 
senior rank of administration, 
only reinforces the general 
tyranny or rule OVER sub-
jects and NOT citizens! 
Ron Marchesa 
Professor Humanities and 
Classics 
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Christmas shines at Glensheen 
By Tim Galatowitsch 
StaH Writer 
Glensheen Mansion is 
hosting its annual Christmas 
party. This year the party is 
entiUed "A Home for the Holi-
days," and Is located at the 
former Chester Congdon es-
tate. Congdon was the self 
professed multi-mllllonalre 
from Duluth, who made his 
riches in second and third 
grade iron ore when he fore-
saw a shortage in the first 
class iron ore land being 
"eaten up" by U.S. Steel. The 
land was depleted of its natu-
ral resources. Soon U.S. Steel 
was knocking on good old Mr. 
Congdon's door - and the rest 
is history... Well, almost. 
The current proprietors of 
Clensheen want to take you 
back in time to those prosper-
ous days, the Post-Victorian 
Era , and show you exactly 
how the Congdons would have 
been spending their holiday 
season. 
Clensheen is pulling out all 
the stops, no less. Virtually all 
of the 39 rooms in the Manor 
house are decorated, each 
with their own special touch 
of Christmas. Like years past, 
dolls, toys, Christmas trees, 
and other antiques from this 
Post-Victorian E r a adorn ev-
ery iittie nook-and-cranny of 
the Carriage House. But with 
this new holiday season 
comes a new twist-in Christ-
mas decoration at Clensheen: 
clothes. 
A vast collection of clothes 
dating back to the late 19th 
century was discovered within 
UMD, owned by a department 
of UMD that no longer exists. 
Suzanne Harnish, a senior at-
tendant at Clensheen, elabo-
rates. "Some folks from the 
University called Clensheen 
after making the find, and we 
went up there to rescue the 
clothes. We intend to keep the 
clothes in good shape so that 
others can use and leam from 
them," she said. 
Clensheen employees were 
quick to see the potential of 
the clothes, and incorporated 
them into their annual Christ-
mas exhibit. Take for exam-
ple, the library within the 
Manor. Instead of being just 
"Christmasy," formal tuxedos 
and dresses draped over man-
nequins along with steamers 
and champagne glasses give 
the room a new decor. 
"The clothes, champagne 
glasses and decorations give 
this room more of a New Years 
Eve party atmosphere," said 
Harnish. 
Besides festivities in the 
Manor House, the always pop-
ular Clngerbread display can 
be found in the Carriage 
House. Here, selected archival 
photographs of Main Street 
Duluth circa 1870 were used 
as models to help constmct 
these delicate structures. 
Area bakers Kim Riordan and 
Becky Brown put a great deal 
of time and'effort into con-
stmctlng this miniature vil-
lage, right down to the metic-
ulous detail. 
For the past two years, 
Clensheen has played host to 
"The Miniature Magic Quilt 
Contest," held in conjunction 
with the Christmas festivities, 
it was a chance for local and 
national quilters to exhibit 
their talents in a competitive 
environment. Unfortunately, 
this year the exhibit/contest 
has been put on hold, but not 
due to a lack of interest. Quite 
the contrary. 'The first year 
we did it (1992) we had about 
15 quilts on exhibit, and the 
next year we had over 50. So it 
almost got out of hand," Har-
nish said. 'That's one of the 
reasons we didn't do It this 
year, it was just getting to 
big," she added. 
Glensheen to 16 
Photos • Bill Bergen 
Left: A festive, traditional Christmas room decorated from 
top to bottom with the originai Congdon's coilection of 
decorations. Above: A yummy gingerbread display can 
be found in the Carriage House. The scene depicts the 
main streets of Duluth in the 1870's. Below: Beautiful, 
antique reproductions of dolls from the 1900's. 
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From left to rigfit: Julie Maclver, Emily Stevens, Gina DeBenedet, Malia Long, are four of ttie 
five sisters celebrating life. 
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Now Through Christmas 
By Amy Bowman 
staff Writer 
Sisters celebrating life, ex-
,perlencing new emotions, and 
finding themselves is the fo-
cus of the UMD Theater De-
partment's interpretation of 
Dancing atLughnasa 
The UMD Theater Depart-
ment will put on 10 perfor-
mances of the play from De-
cember 8-1$. UMD's own pro-
duction of this Tony Award 
winning play Is directed by 
Ann Bergeron, a faculty mem-
ber here at UMD. 
The setting is a county 
called Donegal which is lo-
cated in Ballyberg, Ireland. It 
takes place in 1936 and is 
named after The Festival of 
Lughnasa, a celebration held 
on hilltops and at lake sides 
throughout Ireland. Lughnasa 
was a Pagan festival held as a 
celebration of the new har-
vest. It was a tradition that 
symbolized the end of the 
famine and hunger which 
came before the new harvest 
each year. The celebration 
was held once the new crop 
began to grow. It was usualty 
the last week of J u l y but it 
varied depending on when the 
harvest was ripe. 
The Lughnasa events in-
cluded dancing, singing, 
games, and weaving flower 
garlands or bill berries. Pails 
of the bill berries were picked 
and made into a special cake 
or wine associated with court-
ship. Many young people in 
their late teens attended the 
celebration of Lughnasa. It 
was a place where many 
matches were made, although 
It was thought bad luck to be 
married during the time of 
harvest. 
The play focuses on the de-
velopment of its characters 
rather than on a particular 
plot. It sketches out the lives 
of the seven members of the 
Mundy family. There Is an em-
phasis put on the five Mundy 
sisters. They run across many 
of the same problems but deal 
with them individually. They 
are flve lively and unique 
women who somehow manage 
to bond together despite all of 
their dilferences. The flve sis-
ters are played by Carrie 
Rossow, Julie Maclver, Malia 
Long, Emily Stevens and Gina 
DeBenedet. 
The play is an entertaining 
look at how the family mem-
bers relate to one another and 
help each other get over the 
obstacles that cross their 
paths. It is narrated by a 
character named Michael who 
is the son of Chrissy, one of 
the flve sisters. Chrissy gave 
birth to him out of wedlock, 
and like her other sisters, she 
never married. The women 
were jabeled as old maids in 
their twenties. For them, the 
Festival of Lughnasa was a 
time of merriment from their 
past that provided them with 
a power that comes from with-
in. 
Their older brother Jack Is 
played by Mark Armstrong. 
Jason Page portrays Michael's 
father and Michael is played 
by David Nett. The scenery, 
lighting and costumes were all 
done by UMD designers. 
Shannon Lee Is In charge of 
scenic design, Derek Cope, 
costume design, and Brian 
Proball, lighting design. 
The show will run from De-
cember 8-11 and again on the 
December 13-18. All 10 per-
formances will begin at 8 p.m. 
in the Dudley Experimental 
Theater located in the Mar-
shall Performing Arts Center. 
Tickets sell for $6-$ 10. Reser-
vations can be made by call-
ing the UMD Theater box of-
fice at 726-8561. 
I F S O K T O A S K 
r O R H E L R ^ 
• ' • ' / " " ' " ' ' J c l 
UMD S O P H O M O R E S 
CHECK THIS OUT!! 
AIR FORCE ROTO 1000 
10 University Or 
Duluth, MN 55812 
« 726-8159 
Pay to the 
Order of Any UMD Sophomore $2.900.00 
Up to Two thousand, nine hundred & no/100 per year ^.^ 
000012345 00000000709 1011 
Looking for Scholarship money for your Junior and Senior year? 
Looking for a guaranteed job after graduation? 
Looking for solid leadership and management experience? 
Look no further...Check out Air Force ROTC! 
For more information, contact: 
Air Force ROTC - UMD 
Captain Rich Thul 
(218) 726-8159 
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S e c o n d - r a t e c o m e d y o p e n s 
By Pamela Beaudry 
staff Writer 
A&E Editor 
I have faith in Nicholas 
Cage. I am probably one of 
his biggest fans, and have 
seen all of his past films, so 
I was reaUy glad to hear 
that he would be gracing 
the big screen again; and 
even hietter, in a Christmas 
film. Unfortunately, I left 
the theater a little disap-
pointed, but not at the fault 
of Cage. 
Trapped in Paradise 
starring. Cage, J o n Lovltz, 
and Dana Carvey, is the 
story of three brodiers who 
find themselves on the 
wrong side of the law. 
Cage plays a restaurant 
manager who becomes re-
sponsible for his paroled, 
thieving brothers, Lovltz 
and Carvey. Tfie two trick 
Cage into taking them on a 
crazy trip to Paradise, 
Penhsylvanla to seek out 
an old friend's daughter. 
The three see a perfect 
opportunity to rob a small 
town bank which Is free of 
cameras, security equip-
ment, and the only security 
guard Is on old man asleep 
at the door. 
After the robbery, a 
snow storm hits the small 
town and because of 
Carvey's stupidity, they 
find themselves trapped in 
Paradise; hence the title of 
the film. 
The generosity of the 
townspeople to the broth-
ers during the storm is too 
much for their conscience 
to handle, so they decide to 
return the money. 
The film Is very chaotic. 
Besides the main story line, 
two other groups of people 
are after the already stolen 
money. The town police of-
ficer has a mentally re-
tarded son who rides a 
horse around town, the 
brother's mother gets kid-
napped, the bank president 
has a three-legged dog, and 
Cage finds a new love. 
Carvey's character is 
weak and annoying. 
Throughout the film he has 
a stupid accent, which I got 
sick of after the first five 
minutes. 
Lovltz had the same ef-
fect. His character was not 
fully developed. Basically, 
he was suppose to add ex-
tra comic relief. He tried, 
but did not succeed. 
Cage was the savior of 
this film. It would have 
been a total disaster with-
out him, but a total suc-
cess If Lovltz and Carvey 
would have been replaced 
with real actors. 
Trouble in Paradise did 
have quite a few funny mo-
ments, but unless you are 
a big fan of Cage, or enjoy 
sitting through two hours 
of the off-beat humor of the 
Saturday Night Live cast, 
I'd wait until It comes to 
video. 
A r n o l d g e t s ' k n o c k e d u p ' i n Junior 
By Matthew Northrup 
Staff Writer 
Junior, the new comedy 
that stars Arnold 
Schwarzenegger, Danny De-
Vlto and Emma Thompson, 
gives us a first hand male per-
spective on women going 
through a pregnancy and 
child birth. 
Schwarzenegger plays a 
fertility scientist who is work-
ing on a new drug that will 
help women who have prob-
lems with pregnancies. With 
the aid of De'Vlto, who plays a 
gung-ho obstetrician, they 
come up with one. The next 
obstacle Is the Food and Drug 
Administration, whom they 
are shot down by big time and 
are left In the animal testing 
phase. (They were testing It on 
chimpanzees who were having 
a hard time with miscarriag-
es). 
After the let down from the 
FDA and a cut back on all 
funding for the project, 
Schwarzenegger wants to go 
back to Austria and start all 
over again. Before leaving, De-
Vlto talks Schwarzenegger 
Into, with the help of the new 
drug, to become a host for a 
fertilized egg so that they can 
get the data needed to market 
the drug overseas. At this 
point, all the fun starts. 
Schwarzenegger is only sup-
posed to cany the egg into the 
first trimester and after that 
he would stop taking the drug 
and the egg would be ab-
sorbed into his body natural-
ly. But he finds out that he 
wants to keep the baby and 
continues to take the drug. 
The one thing that both-
ered me about this movie was 
getting away from the ster-
eotype that I have of 
Schwarzenegger. After movies 
like Terminator 1 and 2, Pred-
ator, and Commando, I ex-
pected Arnold to say some-
thing like "I ' l l be back!" to the 
FDA and come back five min-
utes later with a M-60 ma-
chine gun and start blazing 
away. Nope, not in this one. I 
had to settle with "Feel how 
soft my hands are." 
The one thing that makes 
Junior is that we get to see a 
man go through a pregnancy. 
All of the fun hormonlc 
changes that a woman's body 
goes through, Arnold goes 
through. The movie is very 
comical, and it will have you 
laughing through out most of 
it. 
• EXTRA • EXTRA • EXTRA « 
" S t r a n g e S i g h t i n g s i n T h e T r i a n g l e . " 
Upstairs of the Original 
Saloon & Deli is the New 
Place For Fun S Games! 
The World's 
(.argest Sports Bar 
& Restaurant ; 
i^ POR}^ ;, TRIANIilE C A N T I N A 
Homemade 
Salsa & Fresh Chips.,. 
Always Free! 'smM 
Jerry 
Paquette 
T h e A t t i t u d e 
While walking down Kirby, I 
spotted a kid coming down the 
hal l In front of me. At first I 
didn't pay attention, but some-
thing disturbing caught my eye. 
Coming right at me was the face 
of Charles Manson on this guy's 
T-shirt. 
Whoever this kid was, one 
thing was clear: he was not bom 
unti l at least 1975. No way was 
he around in the summer of 
1969, nor was I , when Manson 
captured America's eye with the 
gruesome acts which his brain-
washed, lost followers perpe-
trated on al l of the Innocent vic-
tims. 
Why, why would any clothing 
manufacturer create any type of 
merchandise with that man on 
it? And why would any person young or old, who could 
have only learned about Manson from mindless shows 
such as Hard Copy and Current Affair, want to wear any-
thing with his face on it? Did he think It was cool for de-
fying society like the Manson followers? Or is he one of 
the 60's wanna-bees who think that bringing back tie-
dyed apparel, sloppy bell bottoms and unwashed bodies 
is something great? 
Doesn't he, or the thousands of young people who stil l 
to this day think that Manson is something of a folk 
hero, realize what went on in that summer of terror? 
Why aren't there people walking around wearing shirts 
in memory of the people who lost their lives? Wouldn't 
that be the sensible thing to do? 
Does that kid even know the terrifying circumstances 
surrounding each murder? I feel It is my duty at this mo-
ment to inform the unknowing young people who in their 
own warped way worship Manson. 
When I say the name of Sharon Tate al l that comes 
into everyone's mind is that she was a Manson victim. 
True, she was the most well known victim, but only in 
death did she receive the fame that she strlved for. At 28, 
Tate was a Holljnvood beauty. She appeared in a handful 
of films, most notably the 1967 Valley of the Dolls, which 
was one of the top films of that year. She and her hus-
band, film director Roman Polanski, were expecting their 
first child at the time of Tate's death. She was eight and 
one-half months pregnant at the time of her death. 
Their rented home in Benedict Canyon turned from 
Tate's "love nest" as she called it, to a house of murder on 
a night in August. That's when the three drugged up, 
dirty, barefooted Manson followers went into the house 
and stabbed, shot and bludgeoned Tate to death, and 
three friends who had the misfortune of being their. J a y 
Sebring, Hollywood hair stylist, Abigail Folger, the coffee 
heiress, and her boyfriend Voytek Frykowskl. Steven 
Parent was another victim who was visiting the grounds-
keeper who was living in the guest house. Parent did not 
even know Tate or any of her friends. He was in the 
wrong place at the wrong time. 
Let me be graphic for a moment to try to drive my 
point across. Everyone knows how much it hurts when 
you get a paper cut, or when you cut your finger while 
slicing sometning. J u s t imagine getting stabbed so many 
times your entire body Is covered in your own blood. 
Weil, my T-shirt wearing friend, that's what happened to 
these people. Sharon Tate was stabbed over 16 times, 
and she was pregnant! Folger's white nightgown was en-
tirely blood red, Sebring and Frykowskl were hit over the 
head with the barrel of a gun so many times that their 
faces were almost unrecognizable! Can everybody under-
stand this, is this graphic enough? 
What type of person could stab anyone, let alone a 
woman who was so notlceabfy pregnant? I am sickened 
when I think that the killers were ml from the "love your 
neighbor," and "free love" train of thought and they could 
do something like that. And now the leader of them Is Im-
mortalized on merchandise? And each killer has received 
an education and has a warm place to sleep every night, 
while the victims lay In the cold earth. Each vlcUm had 
their entire lives In front of them, but that was 25 years 
ago. Does that make sense? 
Is slaughtering another human life cool, or bitchin,' or 
Is it worth losing al l self respect for yourself and allowing 
yourself to be manipulated Into wearing merchandise 
that almost glamorizes Manson? Manson is a guy who 
didn't even finish high school, and has spent the major-
ity of his life in prison. 
I know what many people are saying, "Manson never 
killed any of these people.' True, but for some reason he 
had the power to brainwash these young kids into believ-
ing that murder was the right thing to do, while he sat 
back, and heard the results. 
To this day, Manson claims that if he would be let out 
of prison he would have once again hundreds of follow-
ers. The terrifying thing is that I think there are many 
screwed up young and old people who would gladly have 
him as their leader. 
But we can be grateful that we have a pretty knowl-
edgeable justice system who, in their own way, humors 
Manson every so many years by allowing him to be up for 
parole so he can spout off his insane &liefs. But never 
will he be released. 
No other crime in the history of crime is stil l so well-
known, talked and thought about. Do I need to mention 
the T-Shirt again? What's next, glamorizing O J sweat 
pants, and Jeifrey Dahmer wrist watches? Wake up! 
Paquette would Uke to nay it all of you screwed up people want to Idol-
ize someone, why not put a picture of me on your T-shirt? 
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Play depicts one man's strength 
By Ron Hustvedt 
staff Writer 
Sacred Journey, the en-
lightening tale of a storyteUer, 
is coming to the Marshall Per-
forming Arts Mainstage this 
December 12 and 13 for a rare 
performance. 
"This is a rare opportunity 
for the Theatre Department," 
exclaimed Steve Grazier who 
is excited about the produc-
tion. Sacred Journey is not a 
UMD Theatre production, 
rather it Is produced by a pri- _ , , , . 
vale theatre compan^ from '^'""T.'^K, "^Tu 
Minneapolis called the Cricket Pl^Y ' " t , '"^'^'J°*^'^ 
Theatre The Marshall Per- ^^en he came across a 
Native Amencan man telling 
stories to passersby on the 
panles. so the perfoi-mance of f.^reets. The writer Matthew 
Sacred Journey is "breaking bitten, stopped to listen to In-
new ground" according to 
Grazier. 
The Cricket Theatre is a 
streets he had little hope. 
Then he started to become re-
acquainted with his spirituali-
ty, he remembered those 
things he was taught to forget 
In boarding school. He told 
the stories of these things to 
people on the streets. 
This is where the writer of 
forming Arts Center does not 
usually bring in private com-
theatre company In Minneap- . , , , , u 
oils which offers the commu- P^^^, ^ ? / f ? " / f 
the stoiyteller. "John" gave 
dlan John and became fasci-
nated with what he heard. 
Witten got an idea for a story, 
he wanted to write a one per-
nlty a unique type of produc-
tion, the one character pro- Witten permission to write the 
ductlon. TTiese productions f ^ 7 °^ Ind an John only if 
are very interesting, they put bitten promised to never re-
incredible scrutiny on the ac- Y^^^ ^ ^^^iP'TuT^i "?f 
tor to conduct the enUre per- his specific tnbal afllliaUon. 
formance themselves. It 
would seem that watching one 
"actor would become dull and 
mundane, but the opposite is 
true. 
The storyteller that Sacred 
Journey focuses on is "Indian 
John," a member of the Iro-
quois Nation. Indian John 
lived on an Ontario reserva-
tion and was abandoned by 
his natural parents at an early 
age. When he was eight years 
old he was left to care for his 
foster mother, sister, and 
brother when his foster father Sacred Journey was first 
committed suicide. Later In publicly performed in 1991 at 
his childhood, he was forced the Cricket TTieaire In Minne-
to leave the reservation and apolis. The play was both 
attend boarding school where liked and disliked strongly by 
he, as well as other Indian all that saw it. Those who 
students were beaten for liked it felt the intensity of the 
speaking their native Ian- story, those who disliked saw 
guage. After boarding school, it as the story of "another 
he resorted to a life of alcohol- drunken Indian." Witten went 
ism and crime; living on the and changed parts of the story 
and re-presented it in 1992 
where It was highly acclaimed 
and received a positive re-
sponse. The Cricket Theatre is 
located on Nicollet Avenue in 
a predominantly Native Amer-
ican community, and was well 
received by most community 
members. 
In 1993 Sacred Journey 
went to New Meadco and be-
came a full "second stage" 
production. It is this produc-
tion that the current "Indian 
John" came to be. Adan 
Sanchez got the part as the 
sole character in this one man 
play. After a successful run In 
New Mexico, Sacred Journey 
went abroad to England. 
The play was then tempo-
rarily put on hiatus when the 
star Adan Sanchez was asked 
to appear in the Ted Turner 
film (Seronimo. The current 
production run is being held 
at the Irene H. Whitney Fine 
Arts Center in Minneapolis 
and produced by the Cricket 
Theatre. Eventually, Sacred 
Journey will go on the road 
again to places in North Dako-
ta, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and 
England. 
The UMD MarshaU Per-
forming Arts Center (MPAC) 
will be hosting Sacred Journey 
at 8 p.m. Monday, December 
12, and Tuesday, December 
13; all performances are on 
the MPAC Mainstage. Tickets 
are for sale at the UMD The-
atre Box Office at 726-8561; 
or If you wish to buy in per-
son, in the MPAC Lobby from 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday 
through Friday, and 10 a.m. 
to 8 p.m.' the nights of the 
show. To insure good seating 
Grazier recommends rescr\*-
Ing a ticket before the perfor-
mance date. Prices for stu-
dents are $10 for the main-
stage, and $8 for the balcony, 
non-student prices are $12 
for the mainstage and $10 for 
a balcony seat. 
F i t n e s s a n d T a n n i n g 
S T U D E N T S P E C I A L : $ 6 9 p e r q u a r t e r 
J o i n t h e b e s t e q u i p p e d 
F i t n e s s f a c i i i t y i n t h e a r e a . 
N a u t i i u s • F r e e W e i g h t s • 
S t a i r m a s t e r s • T r e a d m i i i s & 
M o r e . 
4 fabulous new tanning beds 
With facial tanners - 32 bulbs per 
bed for more tanning power 
(most beds offer only 24 bulbs) 
F R E E C O N V E N I E N T 
P A R K I N G 
5 2 5 - 2 0 7 3 
5 3 2 4 E . S u p e r i o r S t . 
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G l e n s h e e n : Christmas magic everywhere 
From 12 
All things considered, the 
hardest part of this Christmas 
exhibit Is the prepartlon, ac-
cording to Harnish. 'The plan-
ning for Christmas at Glen-
sheen begins in May. 'This 
year we started decorating in 
October. It does take us a long 
time to decorate," she said. 
The Glensheen tours didn't 
cease while the decorations 
were being put up, either. "We 
just reminded the visitors 
coming in that Christmas is 
right around the comer, and 
they understood," she added. 
"Music In the Manor" will 
highlight the sights and 
sounds of this joyous Christ-
mas season. This self guided 
tour gives you the opportunity 
to view the three floors of the 
main house while listening to 
the tunes of local carolers. 
"Music In The Manor" can be 
experienced from 11 a.m. to 2 
p.m. on December 10 and 11. 
"A Home For The Holidays" 
Is nmning now through De-
cember 31 at Glensheen 
(3300 London Rd.). Admission 
to Glensheen is $7 for adults, 
$5.50 for Juniors (12-15) and 
Seniors, $3.50 for children 
(6-11), and kids 5 and under 
are free. Family day passes 
are available for $21 at Glen-
sheen. To take the "View In 
Person" tour of the third floor 
cmd the attic of the Manor 
House, please make reserva-
tions in advance. The cost of 
this special tour is $10 for 
adults and $5 for children. 
Special grounds passes can 
also be purchased at Glen-
sheen, which grant access to 
the grounds and Carriage 
House, for $3.50. Also, re-
member Glensheen's Museum 
Shop for all of your holiday 
gift needs. You will be sure to 
find everything for everyone 
on your list. 
C A R I G N A N ' S P U B 
1028 TOWER AVE., SUPERIOR 
N E W S P E C I A L : 
M O N D A Y t h r u T H U R S D A Y 8 - C L O S E 
15<t TAPS 
O p e n S u n d a y a t 1 1 : 0 0 a . m . 
A L L O T H E R S P E C I A L S T H E S A M E 
S p a c e s a v a i l a b l e 
I n O n - C a m p u s 
A p a r t m e n t s a n d 
R e s i d e n c e H a l l s 
f o r I m m e d i a t e 
o c c u p a n c y . 
I n q u i r e at t h e H o u s i n g O f f i c e 
1 4 9 L a k e S u p e r i o r Ha l l 
7 2 6 - 8 1 7 8 
P a m e l a 
B e a u d r y 
I V e b e e n 
T h i n k i n g . . . 
I am the definition of a T.V. 
junky. I remember when I was 
three-years-old the color went 
out on our family T.V. set. The 
day the repairman came I was 
right in the middle of a great 
episode of The Mickey Mouse 
Club, when the repairman an-
nounced our TV would be go-
ing with him to the repair 
shop. To my mother's embar-
rassment, I threw a fit. I 
kicked, I screamed, I yelled 
"you bastard" (lust kldciing, I 
was only three.) I was sent to 
my room for the rest of the 
day. 
Now, I think I have the 
proper qualiflcations to Inform 
you, my readers, of the best 
shows on T.V., both past and present. 
•The Mickey Mouse Club: I don't think it is on TV 
an5miore, or what it's about, but it must have been 
good or I wouldn't have thrown such a fit. 
•Talk Soup: Ta lk Soup is a crazy half hour pro-
gram on El Entertainment Television. Greg Kinear is 
the host. Basically, he takes the funny, raunchy, 
clips from the many cheesy talk shows and makes 
fun of them. I can get the highlights without spend-
ing the whole day In front of the TV. It also has a seg-
ment called "Talk Soup Mention." That is when Kin-
ear and the crew get really excited when they fmd 
their name in print or mentioned on T.V. So please 
feel free to send this in; maybe they'll give me a job or 
a free T-shirt. 
•Kids In the HaU; This is a Saturday Night Live 
-type show. The cast is a bunch of goofy guys making 
funny faces and sa5dng stupid things. I think every-
one should give this show a chance; let the charac-
ters grow on you and I guarantee you'll start to like it. 
•Mysteiy Science Theater 3000; This is a show 
that people seem to love or hate. They have a follow-
ing called "Misty's," kind-of like Star Trek's 
"Trekkers." I'm a misty. The story is about a guy 
named Joe who's bosses didn't like him so they shot 
him into space. They make him watch cheesy movies, 
but he can't control when the movies start or end be-
cause he used those controls to make his robot 
friends. They watch the movies and make funny com-
ments. They are currently on a college tour, so with 
any luck they'll come to UMD. 
•Little House on the Prairie; My favorite episode 
Is the one where Nellie fakes an injury to make Laura 
feel like It was Laura's fault. When Laura finds out 
about her deception she pushes Nellie down a hill In 
her wheelchair. Ha! Ha! Nellie! 
•Three's Company; Who doesn't love Jack, Chris-
sy, Janet, Terl, the Ropers and anyone else I forgot. 
My favorite part of the show is the theme song. I love 
that c r a ^ 70's music that opened up so many old 
shows. "Come and dance on my floor, take a step that 
is new..." 
•The Dukes of Hazard and Dallas; These two 
shows made me very happy. EVery Friday my 
brother and two sisters and I would sit around the 
T.V. and eat potato chips until we puked. Dallas 
taught me what every 10-year-old needs to know 
about the real world; everyone In Texas lives on a 
ranch. It's normal to have extra-marital affairs, and 
big business Is corrupt. The Dukes of Hazard had 
the most influence on teenage boys, at least in my 
town. I saw many young boys driving around In bad 
replicas of the General Lee. But not my poor little 
brother. He was much too young to be thinking 
about driving cars so he settled for a pair of Duke 
boy PJ's. 
•Mad about You and Fr iends; NBC always does a 
great job with their Thursday night line up. al -
though Seinfeld has gone downhill. Fr iends Is 
furmy because It Is a reflection of our own lives. We 
are more dependent on our friends right now than 
anyone else, so watching that show Is a nice re-
minder. Mad About You has a great dog. 
But the worst show on T.V. is Baywatch. Babe-
watch, big T&A watch, whatever you want to call It. 
Here's the story line; the guy who used to drive 
K.I.T. makes a dramatic water rescue. You know a 
show Is bad when Ceraldo Rivera guest stars. Oh 
well, award-winning story lines are not the reason 
It's the number one show In the country. 
I hope my T.V. expertise will give you better future 
television viewing. 
Beaudiy wrote thU column for her mother who asks erery week. 
"When are you goinc to write your column againr' 
Thursday, December 8,1994 
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By Tim Galatowitsch 
Sfaff Writer 
The Minnesota Ballet is 
presenting the timeless 
Christmas tradition The Nut-
cracker for two performances 
only, at 8 p.m. Saturday De-
cember 10, and at 3 p.m. Sun-
day December 11. Both per-
formances will be at the 
DECC. 
This veiy familiar Nut-
cracker story opens with a 
traditional Christmas Eve 
party at the Sllberhaus family 
home. Within the SUberhaus 
family, you meet Dr. Sllber-
haus, his wife, and their two 
children Clara and Fritz. 
When the children's Godfa-
ther arrives, Herr Drosselmey-
er, all the fun starts to begin. 
For it Is Herr who has the key 
to the children's hearts, in the 
form of two presents, a soldier 
and a ballerina. 
Once Clara finally gets to 
open her gift, she finds it to be 
a Nutcracker cleverly dis-
guised as a soldier. Jealous, 
FYltz tries to seize control of 
the soldier from his sister, 
and in the process knocks it 
to the floor. The Nutcracker is 
broken, and so is Clara's 
heart. 
As the party ends, Clara 
falls asleep holding her pre-
cious but wounded Nutcrack-
er. Clara then begins to enter 
a magical dream state, in 
which her Nutcracker comes 
to life. But the dream soon 
turns troublesome, as the 
Mouse King stages an attack 
on the Nutcracker. As Clara 
gets into the middle of the 
fight, the Nutcracker magi-
cally turns into a handsome 
young prince. 
Later In the performance, 
Clara and the prince make 
their way into the "land of 
sweets" where everything Is 
wonderful and delicious. As 
the performance draws to a 
close, Clara will find that it all 
was a dream. Her Nutcracker 
is exactly where It had been 
originally. 
Allen Fields plays two im-
portant roles in both of these 
productions of the Nutcrack-
er. He performs sort of a 
"double du ty if you will, as 
Artistic Director of the Nut-
cracker, and he will star in the 
performances as Grandpa. 
Fields sees the Nutcracker as 
an important holiday experi-
ence for many reasons. " I 
think this performance de-
fines more than just the holi-
day season. It is a story about 
the spirit of this holiday, but 
it's also about a young girl 
and her dream. It is very sim-
ply that." 
Collaborating with the Du-
luth-Superior Symphony Or-.»i;, 
chestra (DSSO), Fields used 
his technical expertise as Ar-
tistic Director to piece to-
gether a performance of beau-
ty, magic, and class. 
Brad Bone, UMD Sopho-
more, is one of several UMD 
students Involved in this per-
formance of the Nutcracker. 
Like Allen Fields, Bone has 
multiple duties in this perfor-
The Nutcracker wiii be performing December 10 and 11 at the Duluth Ballet. File Photo 
mance. Bone can be seen 
playing in the "Parent's Party" 
scene, as an Arabian Knight, 
and as the Mouse King. This 
"triple duty" doesn't seem to 
phase Bone the least bit. 'This 
has been fun so far. Working 
with the Minnesota Ballet has 
been a great opportunity for 
me," he said. 
Tickets for the perfor-
mances of The Nutcracker are 
priced at $15 $13 and $10 for 
adults, $14, $12 and $8 for 
students, and $10 $9 and $6 
for children 12 and under. 
Tickets can be purchased at 
the DECC ticket ofilce, (727-
4344) or by calling Ticketmas-
ter (727-2121). Ticket avaU-
ability is currently limited, so 
be sure to act fast if Interest-
ed. For more information, call 
the Minnesota Ballet at 722-
2314. 
Picchu Alpaca 
Handmade Wool 
Sweaters $49 
P*m a Bolivia • REASONABLY PRICED 
211 112 W. IstStraet 
Across from Holiday Ramp 
7^22-3290 HOURS Moo -Sol. Noon-5. Sun 1-4 1/ 
506 E. 4th St. • 
Duluth, MN, 55805 I 
(218)722-3727 J 
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B 
; 10 Tannine sessions | 
for $10.00 I 
m u s t b r i n g i n c o u p o n " 
T A N N I N G 
S P E C I A L 
B E L L O W S - Karaoke! 
• COAST TO COAST • 
KARAOKE CHALLENGE! 
AMERICA'S FIRST NATIONAL KARAOKE CONTEST! 
S t a r t i n g T h u r s . , N o v . 1 7 t h a n d r u n n i n g e v e r y 
T h u r s . for t h e n e x t 6 w e e k s - W e e k l y P r i z e s ! 
C h a m p i o n s h i p R o u n d - D e c . 2 9 t h 
W i n n e r G e t s $ 1 0 0 C a s h 
And advances to regionals where they can win the following prizes: 
G R A N D P R I Z E : APPEARANCE IN A P R O F E S S I O N A L L Y PRODUCED K A R A O K E T E L E V I S I O N 
COMMERCIAL ! $5,000 CASH! P L U S P IONEER 'S NEW CD+G A L L FORMAT L A S E R DISC PLAYER! 
2 N D P R I Z E : $2,500 C A S H P L U S P I O N E E R ' S NEW CD+G A L L F O R M A T L A S E R D I S C l E A Y E R ! 
3 R D P R I Z E : $1,00 C A S H P L U S P I O N E E R ' S NEW CD+G A L L F O R M A T L A S E R D I S C P L A Y E R ! 
Dinner With Santa 
and his elves, Frosty the Snowman and 
Rudolph The Red Nosed Reindeer 
Sunday, Dec. 4, 11, & 18 at 4 PM 
Visit with Frosty and Rudolph and 
give your special message to Santa 
Glaus. Bring your cameras & 
autograph books! 
P l ease ca l l for 
reservat ions at the 
Bellows 724-8531 
Under 5 years old - F R E E 
6-12 years old - $3.95 
12 vears old and un - .85 95 
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UMD sr 
Men's hoops 
host Mankato 
on Saturday 
By Brett Schroder 
Sports Editor 
The UMD men's basketball 
team Is off to an early 4-2 
start. The Bulldogs are sUll 
facing non-conference oppo-
nents as they prepare for the 
NSIC opener against Winona 
State in Januaiy . 
The Bulldogs crushed the 
St. ScholasUca Saints Satur-
day afternoon with an 89-49 
win. The 'Dogs were on fire as 
they shot 59 percent from the 
field and out rebounded the 
Saints 32-22. 
"If we win by 40 we still 
want to work as hard as we do 
when we win by one, or if we 
lose by one or lose by 40. We 
still try to play UMD basket-
ball — working hard and play-
ing defense. We always come 
to work hard," said senior for-
ward Damien Paulson, ac-
cording to the Duluth News 
Tribune. 
Five UMD players finished 
in double digits In their non-
conference win. Paulson led 
the Bulldogs with 14 fKilnts, 
hitting seven of eight shots 
from the floor. 
Junior guard Mike Amdt 
came off the bench with 13 
points, hitting three of four 
from three-point range. Soph-
omore forward Jake Volt 
added 13 points along with 
C . J . Krawczyk and Nate Koch 
both scoring 10. 
Thursday, Dec. 1, the Bul l -
dogs traveled to Marquette to 
face Northern Michigan In a 
non-conference match up. 
The 'Dogs broke a three-game 
winning streak as they fell to 
the Wildcats by the score of 
81-66. 
The Bulldogs were led by 
Volt with 16 points and Arndt 
with 10. 
UMD hosted Northland 
College last night at 7:30 p.m. 
at Romano Gymnasium. The 
results were not available for 
print. 
The Bulldogs will remain at 
home for a Saturday after-
noon shoot out against the 
Mavericks of Mankato State. 
The Bulldogs have a 27-19 
all-tlme record against 
Mankato State Including an 
87-80 victory over the Maver-
icks on Dec. 11, 1993 at 
Mankato State. 
The Bulldogs' balcmced at-
tack has led them to their 4-2 
start after being led by Jerry 
Meyer's scoring touch last 
year. Volt has the team-lead 
In scoring with 12.8 points 
per game, including a team 
high 20-polnt performance 
against UW-Superlor. 
Paulson has hit at an im-
pressive .707 percentage from 
the field and has pulled down 
a team-high 67 rebounds for 
an 11.2 average, while also 
maintaining an 11-point aver-
age. 
Amdt, Koch and Pat Grab-
ner have contributed to the 
Bulldog' scoring effort with all 
three above eight points per 
game. Arndt, the Bulldogs' 
sixth man, has been coming 
off the bench to add a spark 
for UMD with 9.8 points per 
game. 
Koch, a starting guard 
along with C . J . Krawczyk, has 
hit at a 9-for-16 clip from be-
hind the arc for 60 percent, 
made 8-for-9 from the free-
throw line, and 8.5 points per 
game. Grabner, the Bulldogs' 
starting center, has a .645 
field-goal percentage and av-
erages 9 points per game. 
Krawczyk has set the Bul l -
dogs' offense up with a team-
high 33 assists. 
Photo • Shane Olson 
Bulldogs' Yusaf Abdullah (4) gets up to attempt to block a shot from Bulldog alumni' Mark Rob-
inson during the annual UMD alumni game. 
'Dogs dominate Vermont; settle for split 
Ken Dzikowski (32) handles the puck against Vermont. 
Photo* Bill Bergen 
By Zach Johns 
Hockey Correspondent 
In the wide world of sports, 
it is not common for six tenths 
of a second to be a winning 
margin. A ski race or track 
and field contest may be de-
cided by that slim margin, 
even less. But hockey games 
are traditionally decided by 
minutes, even periods. 
The UMD Bulldogs felt the 
sting of losing by the slimmest 
of margins last Friday In the 
first of a two-game non-con-
ference series against the Uni-
versity of Vermont. After play-
ing 59 minutes and 59.4 sec-
onds of shut-out hockey, 
UMD saw its 1-0 lead shatter 
In a most unusual way. 
At the end of the thini pe-
riod in a typical desperation 
move, Vermont had pulled Its 
goalie and had stx men at-
tacking UMD goalie Taras 
Lendzyk. As the final seconds 
ticked away, UMD center Ken 
Dzikowski lost his stick and 
one of his gloves. In the melee 
he pushed the goal off its 
moorings which resulted in a 
delay-of-game penalty. 
Normally, a delay-of-game 
would Just be a two-minute sit 
in the penalty box for the of-
fender. But because It was 
within the final two minutes of 
the game, the foul required a 
penalty shot. So with Just 
six-tenths of a second show-
ing on the scoreboard clock, 
Vermont's Er ic Perrin skated 
down the ice and ended what 
would have been Lendzyk's 
school-record fifth career 
shut-out. 
Tied at one, the g£une then 
went into overtime where Ver-
mont wasted only three and a 
half minutes before Martin St. 
Ix>uls gave Vermont the victo-
ry-
Hockey to 22 
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Cardinal, McAullffe take 
second at UW-Rlver Falls 
H T H E T W I N S B A R H 
5 0 1 E . F o u r t h S t . 7 2 7 • 3 8 7 1 
F r i d a y , S a t u r d a y a n d S u n d a y 
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By Jason Tobin 
SfMils Editor 
The UMD wrestling team 
took another step forward to-
ward rebutldlng by sending 
two Individuals into the finals 
at the UW-Rlver Falls Open. 
"Hey, we had two finalists. 
Are we getting tough or what," 
Coach Nell Ladsten said. "It 
was a big and tough tourna-
ment with 19 schools repre-
sented there from five states." 
Bulldog 126-pounder' Tom 
Cardinal and 150-pound' 
Sean McAulttfe both advanced 
through their respective 
weight classes into the cham-
pionship match. Although 
both lost in the champion-
ship. Cardinal improved his 
record to 7-2 and McAullffe 
upped his mark to 9-7. 
Cardinal started the tour-
nament out with a technical 
fall victory in the first round, a 
2-1 overtime victory in the 
second round, a 3-2 win the 
quarter-finals, and a 12-4 de-
cision in his semi-final match. 
Cardinal fell in the champion-
ship match by a fall in the first 
period. 
McAullffe's road was much 
the same with three close vic-
tories out of his four wins 
heading Into the champion-
ship. McAullffe then faced 
Mankato State's Jus t in Klpp 
where Klpp added a technical 
fall to his domination of the 
150-pound weight class. 
"Shawn's Improvement was 
tremendous during the tour-
nament. He's getting to be a 
better shooter, more aggres-
sive on his feet," Iradsten said. 
Other place-winners for the 
Bulldogs were Rich Vos at 118 
pounds and Jason Nash at 
190 pounds. 
Vos entered the tourna-
ment with a record of 0-6, 
however, Vos earned himself a 
victory and a sixth place fin-
ish with a victory in his sec-
ond match over a Rochester 
Community College opponent. 
Nash lost in the first round 
but worked his way back to a 
seventh place finish with two 
victories. 
The Bulldogs also hosted a 
triangular meet last Wednes-
day as Augsburg College and 
UW-Stout came to Romano 
Gymncislum. 
Augsburg showed UW-
Stout why they're again a Di-
vision I I I power with a 46-0 
shutout to open the meet. 
UW-Stout then hoped that 
UMD would be a gracious 
host. However, the Bulldogs 
spoiled that thought, winning 
seven out of the 10 matches 
en route to a 29-11 victory. 
Stout got started out right 
with the Vos losing to the Blue 
Devils' Chris Rowe 11-2 at 
118 poimds. The Bulldogs 
took a 5-4 lead with the help 
from the All-Amertcan Cardi-
nal. Cardinal dropped Jason 
Johnson with a 21 -6 technical 
fall victory. 
Stout regained the lead 8-5 
as Chris Ottemess major de-
clsloned the Bulldogs' Kip 
Abel 12-3 at 134 pounds. 
UMD tied the score as Amir 
Abdelwahed earned a 12-8 
victory at 142 pounds, and 
then the Bulldogs took the 
lead for good as McAullffe won 
6-4 to put UMD up 11-8 after 
the 150-pound match. 
Bulldogs' John Klesling 
(158 lbs.) scored a 9-1 major 
decision, Shawn Perkins (167) 
pinned Stout's Matt Heuver, 
and Don Barth decisioned his 
Stout opponent 13-10 to n m 
the Bulldogs' lead to 23-8. 
Nash lost a close 11-9 
match in overtime to Leo 
Draveling at 190 pounds. 
Bulldogs' Chris Beese ended 
the match with a first-period 
pin at heavyweight. 
"Who I'm really pleased 
with is Chris Beese. He wants 
to win. He's aggressive on his 
feet. He's got great work ethic 
and a lot of heart," Ladsten 
said. 
However, in this rebuilding 
season for the Bulldogs, with 
the good times there will be 
Just as many bad times. 
The Bulldogs found this 
out the hard way and the 
Bulldogs also found out why 
Augsburg is ranked number 
one in Division I I I . 
" I knew Augsburg was go-
ing to give us fits. They're Just 
stacked," Ladsten said. 'You 
look at their line-up and it's 
state champion after state 
champion. Well, where's our 
state champions." 
Augsburg's J i m Hoard got 
a quick first-period pin of Vos 
at 118 pounds. Cardinal put 
the Bulldogs on the board 
with a tough 3-2 decision over 
Brandon Relchel to cut the 
Augsburg lead to 6-3. Howev-
er, that would be as close as 
UMD would get as Augsburg 
took the final eight matches. 
Augsburg's Jesse Arm-
bruster, ranked second na-
tionally, made quick work of 
Abel with a 17-0 technical fall 
at 1:33 Into the match. Jamie 
Larkin decisioned Abdelwa-
hed 5-2 at 142 pounds, Don 
Nlhart won by a close 7-2 de-
cision, and Klesling lost a 6-1 
match to Augsburg's Tom 
Lajde to put Augsburg up 
20-3 after the 158-pound 
match. 
Augsburg's Jus t in Hahn 
won a tough 7-3 match over 
Perkins at 167 pounds, Barth 
lost 9-1 to Cliff Casteel, Nash 
lost by technical fall to Paul 
Moore, and Augsburg's Eric 
Betterman, ranked first na-
tionally, ended the match with 
a technical fall over Beese in 
the heavyweight match to 
bring the final score to 34-3. 
The Bulldogs will travel 
next to the St. Cloud Invita-
tional on Saturday in a tour-
nament featuring Division II 
power house Mankato State 
and Division III power house 
Augsbuig. 
M E L O D Y H A R T M A N 
& T O M H E I N O N E N • Folk • 
Country 
• Blues • C o l l e g e o f S t . S c h o l a s t l c a 
S t u d e n t U n i o n 
Appearing 
Thursday 
Dec. 8th 
8:30 p.m. O p e n to the Pub l ic F R E E 
Depressed, Worried About School? 
C H I A L P H A 
CHRSTMN FELLOWSHIP 
Come hear about: 
" G o d ' s H e a r t f o r t h e B r o k e n h e a r t e d " 
M o n d a y , D e c e m b e r 1 2 t h a t 8 : 0 0 p . m K i r b y R a f t e r s 
for info: 728-6266 
Explore the 
wilderness with us! 
Back Pack the 
Grand Canyon & 
Canyonlands, 
Utah 
Dog Sled 
The 
Boundary 
Waters 
Sea Kayak 
Lake Powell 
UMD Outdoor Program 
E x t e n d e d T r i p s 
Call 218-726-6533 for info, 
B o o k S i g n i n g a t t h e M a i n S t r e e t S t o r e 
J o h n P e y t o n 
T h e S t o n e C a n o e 
titui other stories 
\,riM('ii ;iii<l illiiMralcl 
In 
J o h n I , . P e y t o n 
WINNIH 
MINMMH A HOOK AW-AKl) I IHU M I l( IN. ri'll 
I'KI-.SIDINIIAI AWAIIII, 
sr I.OIM.S ( DUN-IT III.NTOKICAI .Sdl II.I Y, ('111 
M o n d a y , D e c e m b e r 1 2 
1 1 : 0 0 - 1 : 0 0 
2 0 % off all regularly priced 
General Books on Monday, 
December 12. 
free gift wrapping 
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Freshman Phenoms 
Peluso and Rybar light up WCHA 
By Zach Johns 
Hockey Correspondent 
Collegiate sports teams 
usually look to their upper-
classmen for most of their 
scoring output. Juniors and 
seniors are expected to lead 
while underclassmen, espe-
cially the freshmen, usualty 
gain experience and leam 
from their elders. 
The UMD hockey team has 
many leaders throughout Its 
senior class. Rusty Fitzgerald, 
Rod Aldoff and Brett Larson, 
.for example, have provided a 
lot of leadership throughout 
the season thus far. But a 
very pleasant surprise has 
come out of the scoring pro-
ductivity of a few freshmen, in 
particular center Mike Peluso 
and winger Joe Rybar. 
Peluso and Itybar are cur-
renUy the WCHA's top two 
rookie forward scorers with 12 
and 11 points respectively. 
The two are also among the 
team leaders, Peluso second 
only to Fitzgerald in scoring 
and Rybar tied for third with 
Aldoff. 
Peluso, who has eight goals 
and seven assists to his credit 
this season, was a prep 
stand-out for Bismark High 
School in North Dakota. There 
he set a North Dakota single-
season scoring record with 99 
points on 50 goals and 49 as-
sists in 23 games. 
After high school, Peluso 
skated for two years In the 
United States Hockey League 
where he played for the 
Omaha Lancers. He was sec-
ond in scoring last season for 
the Lancers with 49 goals and 
46 assists In 62 games. He 
also skated In both the 1993 
and 1994 USHL All-Star 
Games. Peluso said the USHL 
really prepared him for play-
ing In the WCHA 
"It's definitely a step up 
Photo • Shan* Olson 
Bulldog freshmen Mike Peluso (left) and Joe Rybar have com-
piled 15 and 14 points, respectively, this season. 
from high school, and it really 
develops you for this league," 
said Peluso. "It really works 
on your individual skills and 
the coaching there really con-
centrates on teaching you the 
game of hockey." 
Itybar came to UMD via the 
British Columbia Junior 
Hockey League. A native of 
Femie. British Columbia, Ity-
bar collected 50 goals and ICQ 
assists in 60 games for the 
Meritt Centennials and the 
Kelwona Spartans (in the 
playoffs) for the third highest 
point total In the Canada J u -
nior Hockey League. He also 
scored 75 points the year be-
fore. 
So far this season, Rybar 
has collected four goals and 
10 assists in the 14 games he 
played. Although he is con-
centrating very hard on his 
sport and obviously Is seeing 
much success, Rybar is not 
putting his studies on the 
back burner. He is majoring 
In Pre-Med and hopes to be-
come a doctor after complet-
ing his college hockey career. 
"For myself, school's very 
important. When I came to 
Minnesota my main objective 
was hockey, of course, but 
school's very important to 
me," Itybar said. He went on 
to explain that he plans to 
"use this scholarship I got to 
pay for four of my years to-
ward my M.D. degree and 
hopefully I'U get a high 
enough CPA to get into grad 
school in Canada." 
Besides being a great scor-
ing combination as line-mates 
on the ice, the duo are also 
roommates. "Mike's a great 
guy and he helps out cleaning 
up around the place, he's 
great on the ice ..." 
Looking at the perfor-
mances of these two under-
classmen along with others, 
such as Ken Dzikowski and 
Brad Federenko, the Bulldogs' 
future seems bright. As these 
young men mature on the ice, 
perhaps another WCHA 
championship is not far off. 
D o n ' t m i s s o u t o n t h e t i m e o f y o u r l i f e 
t h i s s p r i n g q u a r t e r l 
A N E X C E L L E N T , A F F O R D A B L E S T U D Y 
A B R O A D O P P O R T U N I T Y 
O N L Y A F E V O P E N I N G S L E F T 
T I M E I S R U N N I N G O U T 
(Deadline is Jan. 31. 1995} . 
Wednesday, Dec. 14th 
Kirby 351 at 3:00 
Don't leave for Christmas break without 
checking out this great opportunity! 
* for additional infonnaUon slop in the IntemaUonal Education Office in 106 Cina. 
H A p p v j H o l t b A V j s ! 
T o b i n T a l k 
Jason 
Tobin 
Pass the rock, baby. It's 
time for those Diaper Dandles, 
PTPers, Rolls Roycers to step 
up and shoot the trlfecta and 
bang home some dipsy-doo 
dunkaroos. Let's shake and 
bake. Run and gun. Time for 
\ <^ ,| the Monster Mashers, Mae-
'ggag/gnf/p stro Men and Wlndex Men to 
• P l K B H I r get on the road to sport's 
"* •*'™ greatest gift to those coach po-
tatoes, March Madness. 
Ahhhhhhhhhhhh. My 
worst nightmare has come 
true. I've turned Into Dick VI -
tale. What am I doing? I don't 
know. I've started my men's 
college basketball preview out 
— - ^ ^ ^ . ^ . ^ ^ ^ talking like Dickie V. College 
basketoall Is coursing 
through my veins and it's time for the Tobin College 
Basketball Preview, although somewhat belated. 
Maybe, he's the only nut that I know of that can ex-
press my orgasmic state. Uh oh. It's time for a TO, 
Daby. I'm getting a little too excited. 
I've already gotten an early look at the teams so 
this Isn't really a preview of the season, just some 
ugly predictions. 
1. ) Although they haven't looked very good in the 
early going with a big loss to UMass In their first 
game of the season, Arkansas has to be the number 
one team in the nation. Too big. Too tough. Too 
quick. Too good. I'm not a person to go follow every-
body else's predictions but I have to break tradition 
here. Arkansas will be the best team throughout the 
year, however, they won't win the big dance. That 
prediction will come a little later. 
2. ) UMass mlght've had my number one spot but 
after their loss to Kansas on Saturday, they fall to 
number two. Lou Roe and UMass proved that their 
3re-season hjqje was justified with a blowout over Ar-
kansas. However, with the loss to Kansas, I now have 
doubts of whether Roe can lead the Mlnuteman Into 
the battle of the "big dance." A weak schedule might 
make their record look better than they really are. 
4.) I might piss my cousin Brian off by not pickinjg 
the mighty Tar Heels. Sony cuz, a l t h o u ^ North 
Carolina Is stacked, literally, with Jerry Stackhouse 
leading Dean Smith's boys toward a great season, the 
fact remains that UNC does belong to the toughest 
conference in the country with Maryland, Duke, Vir-
ginia, Georgia Tech, and Wake Forest all In the Tobin 
Top 20. Walt, Brian, before you come kick my ass. 
Dean Smith will have Stackhouse, Rasheed Wallace, 
and Donald Williams ready come tourney time. 
4. ) You didn't expect to read a college basketball 
column by me without reading about the Minnesota 
Golden Gophers. No respect Is the cry that Clem 
Hasklns and the boys have been plajnng to so far this 
season. The Rodney Dangerfield's of college hoops 
will continue to defy the pre-season predictions. After 
entering the season not ranked at all, the Gophs only 
knocked off Arizona and Villanova on their way to a 
Great Alaska Shootout title. Minnesota has been 
. ranked seventh In the Big Ten by most naive pre-sea-
son magazines. Think again. Now the Gophers are fi-
nally getting the respect that they deserve, climbing 
to twelfth in this week's polls. Voshon Is back to light 
up the court, Townsend Orr will shine as the starting 
point guard, Jayson Walton is finally healthy and 
ready to play, and Chad Kolander can play. As if you 
couldn't feel it coming, this year's College Basketball 
champions will be the Minnesota Golden Gophers. 
Hey, if doesn't happen this year, it might be a while. 
And I can't have that. 
5. ) Kentucky basketball is Just too exciting to leave 
them out of the top five. Rodrlck Rhodes can flat out 
play and Tony Delk should light it up from the out-
side for Rick Pitino's Wildcats. 
Due to space constraints, I won't be able to go in-
depth for the rest of the Tobin Top 10. 
6. ) UCLA Is way too talentecl to not be included 
with the elite, however, the Bruins have been plagued 
by inconsistency over the years. 
7. ) Kansas is back again in the hunt with a pleth-
ora of talent and their early upset of UMass. 
8. ) Joe Smith leads Maryland into the Top 10 after 
a nice run in March Madness last year, all five start-
ers are back. 
9. ) Virginia takes a strongstarting five led by J u -
nior Burrough this season. The Cavaliers might not 
get much ink but watch out come March. 
10. ) As sad as I am to say it, what would a Top 10 
be without Duke? They lost Grant Hill to the NBA but 
the Blue Devils' program is Just too good. 
The rest of the Tobin Top 20 is as follows: 11.) 
Georgia Tech; 12.) Syracuse; 13.) Wisconsin, yes, 
even as sad as I am to say it; 14.) Arizona; 15.) Flori-
da; 16.) Cincinnati; 17.) Wake Forest; 18.) UConn; 
19.) Indiana; and 20.) Michigan. 
Tobin U proud to cay that he was bom and raised an Ortonville Trojan 
(no sexual reference intended), which is a small farming community of 
2,000 coimtry hicks on the Minnesota/South Dakota border known 
for i U good fishing, and duck and pheasant hunting. 
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lerino leads UMD In 62-51 
victory over Mankato State 
By Kara Hatle 
staff Writer 
University of Mlnnesota-
Duluth women's basketball 
team started slow but is com-
ing back strong as they have 
won two out of their last three 
games. 
The Bulldogs walked over 
Mankato Tuesday defeating 
the Mavericks 62-51. 
Jodi lerlno led the Bulldogs 
to the victory as she scored 18 
points, grabbing nine re-
bounds and swiping four 
steals. Kolette Kytonen added 
17 points. 
"We were looking forward 
to this game. We wanted to 
win a game because we 
haven't been doing so well," 
said lerino, according to the 
Duluth News Tribune. 
"This is a good start for us. 
We didn't shoot that well at 
first, but later we did better, 
which Is what happens when 
you start getting more into the 
game mentally," lerino added. 
The Bulldogs dominated 
the court defensively as they 
out-rebounded Mankato 42-
34. Teammates Wendy 
Hansen and Sara Belanger 
contributed to Duluth's excel-
lent defensive play as they 
each had seven rebounds. 
"Sara we look to as a go to 
player," said head coach 
Karen Stromme. "She does a 
great Job, and in a must go sit-
uation she comes through. 
I his is a good 
start for us. We 
didn't shoot that 
weli at first, but 
later we did better, 
which is what hap-
pens when you 
start getting more 
into the game men-
tally." 
^ "Jodi lerino 
Junior Center 
UMD's weak part of the 
game was the first half as they 
only shot 40 percent. 
"That's frustrating," said 
Stromme in the Duluth News 
Tribune. 
"A coach looks at it difier-
ent than a spectator, and we 
didn't execute the way we nor-
mally do or the way I know we 
can," Stromme added. 'We 
probably could have scored 
more on their press. I think 
we could have attacked it bet-
ter. But I don't want to give 
the Impression of turning a 
victory into a loss - our play-
ers played well and with a lot 
of courage. 
With the victory, the Bul l -
dogs boosted their record to 
2-3. UMD offense Is currently 
led by lerino with 38 points, 
Kytonen at 35 and Belanger 
has chipped in with 30. 
Defensively, UMD is led by 
lerino with 33 rebounds; 
Hansen has pulled down 31 
rebounds and Belanger 29. 
"All in all, I am very pleased 
with the type of team we 
have," said Stromme. 'We 
have good players and good 
back-ups in all of the posi-
tions." 
The Bulldogs faced Chad-
ron State in the opener of the 
Columbia Mail Classic. Led by 
lerino with 18 points, eight of 
11 from the floor, the Bulldogs 
defeated Chadron State by the 
score of 73-59 on Friday 
night. Hansen added 11 
points. 
The 'Dogs then moved on to 
play North Dakota in Satur-
day's night championship 
game. The Bulldogs only shot 
38 percent from the floor, 
which led to a 63-57 loss. 
The Bulldogs were led by 
Belanger with 14 points, fol-
lowed by Kytonen with 13. 
The Bulldogs next game Is 
tonight against St. Cloud 
State in St. Cloud. UMD will 
then be off until its trip into 
North Dakota on Dec. 16-17 
for a meeting with North Da-
kota State on Dec. 16 and 
North Dakota on Dec. 17. 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Remember your x-mas shopping A t S a r a s Table )v i§B9^Sii 
BOOKS TO ENCOURAGE GROWTH AND 
INDEPENDENCE IN WOMEN AND GIRLS OF ALL 
AGES. RACES. AND ETHNIC BACKROUNDS 
Cappuccino Bar. Lunches, and 
Desserts available all Day. 
Open Dally fexcePt Wednesday] 
9am - SPffl 
A T 
S A R A ' S T A B L E 
V 
A Coffee House & Bookstore 
728 E . Superior Street, Duluth 
(218)723-8569 
Closed Wednesdays 
STUDENTS AND WRITERS ARE 
ESPECIALLV WELCOME 
(Dictionary and thesaurus supplied.) 
GAMES AVAILABLE 
TO PLAV. (Brine a Partner.) 
Photo • Mare T. Hofmann 
Bulldogs' Sara Belanger (41) looks to pass, wtiiie being 
guarded by Mankato State defender Tracy Harter during the 
Bulldogs' 62-51 victory over Mankato at Romano Gymnasium 
on Tuesday. The win moved the Bulldogs' record to 2-3 with a 
three-game road trip starting tonight at St. Cloud State. 
R E D C A R P E T 
L A U N D R O M A T 
Attendant on Duty At All Times 
SELF-SERVICE 
•Free Hangers & 
Bags 
•Free Coffee 
•Cable TV 
•Air Conditioned 
DROP-OFF SERVICE 
•We Wash & Fold 
•Same Day Service 
•Commercial & 
Residental 
DRY CLEANING & TAILORING 
OPEN: MON-SAT 7A-10P, SUN 7A-8P 
7 2 7 - 7 6 6 2 
500 East 10th Street. Duluth (Next to U.D.A.C.) 
Plenty of Free Parking 
UMD Transit Pass 
D E C 
J A N 
RIDE THE DTA 
WINTER QUARTER WITH 
A UMD TRANSIT PASS 
ON SALE AT KIRBY DESK. 
D u l u t h i 
T r a n s i t 
A u t h i o r i t y 
7 2 2 - S A V E 
PIZZA & STIXS 
• SMALL CHEESE PIZZA 
I WITH 4 STIXS $3.99 I 
_ MEDIUM CHEESE PIZZA ^ _ _ _ • 
•with 4 STIXS $5.99 • 
I 
I 
I 
• l 
LATE NIGHT STUDY BREAK 
LARGE CHEESE PIZZA 
WITH 8 STIXS 
TAKE YOUR PICK! 
' • EVERY THURSDAY CALL FOR 
THICK THURSDAY, 
$ c o o 
MEDIUM PEPPERONI _ _ 
^ •* A A1 I F I 2 ^ AND 4 BREADSTICKS I • A MEDIUM PEPPERONI 
>7*991 ^ VVITH SAUCE. | pizza with THICK CRUS 
• l 
^ D ^ . Expires 1-17-95 ^ ^CmL Expires l-17-9_5 ^ 
PIZZA WITH I  T 
AND EXTRA CHEESE. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
PARTY TONIGHT 
1 5 
9 9 
3 LARGE 
PEPPERONI 
PIZZAS 
Expires 1-17-95 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
9 
E v e r y F r i d a y 
Pick up a fresh, hot 
Slice of Pizza for 
O N L Y S I 
Expires 1-17-95 
wm 
mmm 
y'-Tiu «it«a»r\ 
I A OKHUW \ 
I ^ iuN.n<uaa ; 
Kirby Cafeteria 
^ 726-7867 11 West Oxford St. 728-3627 
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H o c k e y : UMD to battle St. Cloud this weekend 
From 18 
Joe Tanunlnen scored 
UMD's only goal 8:11 into the 
first period. 
"It was maybe one of the 
most disappointing losses I've 
ever had," said UMD coach 
Mike Sertlch. "It was veiy 
tough." 
Sertlch said it was proba-
bly only the second penalty 
shot he had ever seen in his 
career. Lendzyk was also new 
to penedty shots as it was the 
first one he had ever faced. 
"It was very difficult, partic-
ularly for a yoimg team," Ser-
tlch said of Friday's game. 
"But they realty showed a lot 
of character on Saturday. It 
was a tremendous growth 
spurt for us." 
Saturday's game would 
have been easy to blow-off 
considering the emotional 
let-down of Fr idays contest, 
but the Bulldogs didn't let it 
get to them and charged to a 
4-2 victory. Joe Clccarello, 
Rusty Fitzgerald, Mike Peluso 
and Joe Itybar each scored for 
UMD. Peluso and Itybar each, 
collected a pair of assists in 
the game as well. 
Peluso commented, " I think 
we showed a lot of character 
Just by coming out after a 
tough loss like that because 
deep down inside we didn't re-
ally feel that we lost Friday 
night's game. But yet we know 
that we did when we looked in 
the paper the next morning. 
You come back to the rink on 
Saturday and Just have to 
change your frame of mind 
and go after It from there." 
UMD has an overall record 
of 4-9-2 and has won only one 
of Its last eight games. Al-
though they have a sub-.500 
record, Sertlch is not un-
happy with how the team has 
been pla)4ng. 
" I would be more concerned 
if we weren't plajdng well, but 
we are making progress each 
weekend," he said. Sertlch 
commented that virtually all 
of UMD's games this year 
have been veiy close. Ten of 
the 15 UMD games have been 
decided by one goal or less 
while four more have been de-
cided by two goals. The only 
game that was decided by 
more than two goals was a 6-2 
loss to Minnesota on October 
22. 
UMD will travel to St. 
Cloud this weekend to battle 
the Huskies in a classic 
WCHA match-up. The two 
teams are tied for eighth place 
in the league, UMD being 
3- 8-2 and St. Cloud sporting a 
4- 8-0 record after a split last 
weekend with Wisconsin. 
Sertlch expects perhaps a 
physical series with the Hus-
kies. "They'll be tough," he 
said. "They've got a big vet-
eran hockey team who I'm 
sure are a little bit angry 
about where they are eifter be-
ing highly rated." St. Cloud 
was picked In many polls to 
win the WCHA this season. 
"The big thing about them 
is that thqrVe got depth. They 
can throw four lines at you 
they're big and they're 
strong." said Sertlch. 
H E L P ! ! ! 
The Statesman 
S p o r t s s e c t i o n 
n e e d s w r i t e r s 
f o r m e n ' s b a s k e t b a l l 
a n d R e c S p o r t s . _ 
A p p l y a t 1 1 8 K i r b y S t u d e n t C e n t e r . 
In the wake of the upcoming legislative session you may be surprised to find something added 
to your fee statement, namely a twelve percent increase in tuition, not only for next year but for 
the following year as well. In response to the gravity of the problem, Student Association is 
asking the student body to write their representatives and voice their concerns. 
So here is what we want you to do: 
1. Come to the Student Association office located in Kirby Student Center and pick up a letter 
writing packet, or if you already know your rep. you are already halfway there. 
2. Write or call your representative, they will be more than happy to respond. 
3. Send your letters before February so that your representative knows of your concerns before 
decisions are made. The holidays are always a good time to contact your rep. because it is out 
of session and many are settling into new jobs. 
4. Tell your parents and friends. When a rep. receives multiple letters from his/her district 
involving the same issue he/she must listen. 
For more information on the subject look for Sean Kaufhold's article in the December 8th issue 
of the Statesman. 
" 7 Sale Ends 12/24/94 
Hours: 
M-F 10-9 OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Sat. 10-7 7 WEST Suptrlor SI. 
Sun. 12-5 772-1201 
Rag.ack ilu Bmi Hccydbig For Over 40 Yram 
Brett 
Schroder 
K i l l d a W a b b i t 
Hunting Is fun. Hunting Is 
done. Now I must move on to 
another hobby. Well, I 
wouldn't Just call It a hobby, 
more of a sport. Some people 
may tend to disagree, but 
bowling can be a very serious 
sport. 
It all started this fall. I was 
at the Tap Room as I felt this 
mysterious women gently rub 
my, oh, sorry, my mind was 
wondering again. Actually, I 
was bowling on the States-
man Intramural team on a 
Thursday night when I met 
Er ic and Kory from the UMD 
Bowling Club. The Statesman 
team was bowling against The Bowlers; It was going 
to be another ass whipping. We lost. Yep, It was fun 
while It lasted, which wasn't very long. I dirt get one 
good thing out of the situation though, I was going 
to try out for the UMD Bowling Club Team. 
Tryouts started a few weeks before turkey and 
gravy break. Three weeks later I slide Into the six 
man position. Only five bowlers start during a meet, 
so I could be considered as the pine rider until 
someone bowled under a 180. 
Let me give you a little Information on how the 
bowling team runs. There are seven teams In the 
conference. Some of the teams Included are St. 
Cloud, Mankato State, Winona State, and the U of 
M. Meets consist of six games by five bowlers on 
each team. One point Is awarded for each single 
game win, and four points Is given to the team with 
the highest total score for each game. After six 
games, a grand total Is summed and the team with 
the highest score Is given six points. The team with 
the highest score wins, but every point counts be-
cause standings In the conference are ranked by 
points, not wins. The competition Is fierce, and all of 
the bowlers are serious. I was surprised to see 
teams from colleges £ill over the state. To tell you the 
truth, though, I really didn't know that much about 
bowling competition until this last weekend. 
I awoke early Saturday morning to Metalllca, gen-
tly playing on my CD player. After relaxing In bed for 
awhile It was 5:45 a.m. Yeah, that's the earliest I've 
woke up (not been up) since the duck opener. I got 
ready for the day and then waited for three strang-
ers to pick me up for a ride down to St. Paul to face 
the U of M bowling team. 
After meeting three very friendly. Intelligent and 
down right nice girls, (boy, I'm getting good at brown 
nosing after being In some classes with Tobin) I was 
on my way to fame and glory. Okay, maybe Just a lit-
tle fame and glory. Ah, forget It. It was Tera's car; I 
was In control and Renee and Miranda watched 
(that didn't sound very good). At least it wouldn't 
sound good If you have a dirty mind like some peo-
ple I know. Enough of that; It was a pleasurable trip 
and I didn't get picked up for speeding. We made It 
to the St. Paul campus a little early. Go figure, I av-
eraged 80 mph - we left Duluth at 7 a.m., we didn't 
have to bowl until 10. 
I started out keeping score In the first game, since 
I was an official six man. After the first game I was 
subbed In. Usually I don't get nervous, but this was 
a different story. After throwing a ball on each lane I 
felt better. 
The first game I played In didn't go the way I 
planned. I was keeping score once again. The third 
game played by the other five team members went In 
our favor; we smoked them. I sat out the fourth 
game too - shit happens. Actually It was the bowling 
with the eyes closed thing that happened, I think. 
I got a second chance In the fifth game. Now I was 
to my true form. I crushed my opponent from the U 
of M by four pins, taking a point for the team. I par-
ticipated In the last game too, this time I was the vic-
tim, but only by about 70 pins. I bowled okay ; he 
kicked my ass. 
The UMD bowling team suffered their first major 
loss of the season, which had nothing to do with me 
Joining the team (well maybe Just a little bit). UMD 
was In first place, but the Gophers put It to us,-
dropping UMD to second place In the conference. 
The top four teams of the conference make the play-
offs, so the true test will come up In two weeks when 
UMD faces first ranked St. Cloud at Skyline Lanes 
In Duluth. 
Schroder U a finance major who enjoya bowUng hla balla. 
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F . / . 7 - program to help you get - fit 
F. I. T. For Hire gives an added edge on your resume 
By Cory Gross 
Staff Writer 
J u s t getting ready to start a 
new fitness program for the 
winter? Lookftig to drop some 
pounds before spring break? 
Or are you Just looking to 
build up your endurance and 
find out your true fitness po-
tentlcil? I f you answered yes to 
any of these questions, come 
on down to the UMD Sports 
and Health Center and check 
out the F.l.T. program offered 
by UMD Life Fitness. 
F.l.T. (Fitness Inventory 
Testing) is a program focused 
exclusively on helping stu-
dents and staff move from the 
first steps of starting a work-
out program to actually 
reaching set goals for total fit-
ness. The program starts with 
an evaluation of your current 
health: a measurement of 
your current strength and en-
durance Is taken, as well as a 
measurement of your body fat 
percentage. 
After the evaluation, the 
F.l.T. staff will help recom-
mend a program that will 
build up the areas that need 
work. You pick the activities 
for your program and the 
F.l.T. staff will help set goals 
to stick with your personal 
program. 
The F.l.T. program is 
geared so that anyone can 
come in and get started on a 
program, not Just athletes. 
"The program Is set up for 
the person with a basic level of 
fitness," says Mike Radant, 
head of the program. "If you 
don't know where you're at, 
you don't know your full po-
tenUal." 
Another goal of the pro-
gram is to keep students and 
staff motivated to stay with 
their programs. At the end of a 
10 week session, another visit 
to the F.l.T. ofilce is scheduled 
to evaluate your progress. 
Strength and endurance 
are not the only areas of fit-
ness that the program deals 
with; nutrition is also a key fo-
cus of the program. Char Har-
kins, a registered dietitian, 
also helps with the program. 
Char is available Thursdays 
from 9 a.m. till noon to dis-
cuss any questions about di-
ets and nutrition. 
The F.l.T. office also has re-
source information about top-
ics ranging from injury recov-
ery, to mental fitness and the 
true benefits of exercise. 
"If there is something you 
want to get started on, we 
have the resources and we'll 
point you in the right direc-
tion," stated Radant. 'This 
program eliminates all ex-
cuses for not exercising." 
Another part of the pro-
gram is the F.l.T. For Hire 
testing. The program is set up 
for seniors preparing to send 
out resumes for Job Inter-
views. An evaluation of your 
current health and fitness is 
provided on a certificate stat-
ing that you are fit and ready 
for hire. This is an added edge 
for applicants, especially with 
the current focus on health 
care reform. 
So If you are Just getting 
ready to try something new for 
the winter, head on down to 
SpHC 162 and get scheduled 
for Fitness Inventory Testing. 
The cost Is $5 for students, 
$15 for staff and $20 for oth-
ers. If you need more info on 
any of the programs offered by 
the Rec Sports department, 
please call 726-7128. 
Photo'Marc T.Hoffmann 
F.l.T. program instructor'Mike Radant (left) applies a blood pressure test to Les Eberd (rigfit) alt 
the F.l.T. office in SpHC 162. The F.l.T. For Hire Program has been set up to assist seniors 
who are preparing their resumes for job interviews. Seniors can earn a certificate that states 
that you are fit and ready for hire. This can give an added edge for applicants in our health con-
scious society. 
S U P E R U A L U 
D O N ' T 
W A S T E 
C O C A - C O L A 
P R O D U C T S 
1 2 - P a c k P r o d u c t s 
X201 
D O N ' T 
W A S T E 
Valid Dec. 8-17,1994 
Limit one with the coupon 
Limit one coupon per student ^ 
Must be 16 years of age or older 
Redeem at Mount Royal Super Valu Only 
$ 1 . 8 8 suPKmJkiJU 
Woodland at St. Marie 
Open: M-F 6am-Midnight 
Sat. & Sun. 6am-10pm 
Phone: 728-3665 
UMD S T A T E S M A N 
Holiday music 
"Sounds of the Season: Holi-
day Music' will be performed 
on Sunday, Dec. 11, at 7 p.m.. 
In the Marshall Performing Arts 
Center. Coll 726-8208 for fur-
ther Information. Including ad-
mission charges. 
Chi Alpha 
Christian Fellowship 
Looking for a place to fit In? 
Come Join usi Chl Alpha Chris-
tian Fellowship student meet-
ings will be held Mondays at 8 
p.m. In Kirby Rafters 
For Information, contact 
Chuck Hoovlk at 728-6266. 
Toxicology Seminar 
Lois Lehmon-MoKeeman. 
Ph.D.. of Procter and Gamble 
will present "Mechanism of d-
Llmonene Induced Hyaline 
Droplet Nephropathy" on 
Tuesday. Deo. 13. The seminar 
will be at 3:30 p.m. and will be 
broadcast live between Ub 
173 and Minneapolis (Moos T 
1-752). 
Sponsored by the University 
of Minnesota Toxioolobv 
Graduate Program, 
The seminar Is open to the 
public. 
Artist Lecture Series 
The Department of Art 
along with the Tweed Mu-
seum of Art present the artist 
lecture series. Jim Northrup. Jr. 
Is December's artist. His lec-
ture will be held on Tuesday. 
Dec. 13. at 2 p.m.. In the 
Tweed Museum. 
For more Information, coll 
the Tweed Museum of Art at 
726-8222 or 726-8225. 
Tweed Ccntempcrary 
Artist Series 
February 1. 1995 Is the 
deadline for regional artists 
working In any media to apply 
to the Tweed Museum of Art's 
"Tweed Contemporary Artists 
Series." In which a panel of art-
ists select three artists for on 
exhibition at Tweed. 
Selected artists will receive 
a $500 materials and ex-
penses honorarium. The exhi-
bition will take place June 17-
August 20. 1995. and will be 
accompanied by a publica-
tion with color Illustrations. As It 
often has in the post, the 
Tweed Museum of Art may 
purchase works from the exhi-
bition for Its permanent col-
lection. 
Artists age 18 and older, 
who ore not currently de-
gree-seeking students and 
whose primary residence Is In 
the seven-county Arrowhead 
Region, and Douglas. Bayfield 
and Ashland counties of Wis-
consin ore eligible. 
To receive a registration 
form, contact Tweed Con-
temporary Artists Series. 
Tweed Museum of Art. Univer-
sity of Mlnnesoto-Duluth. 10 
University Drive. Duluth. MN. 
55812.(218) 726-8222. 
Chemistry Seminars 
Anita Kopoun. B.S, candi-
date, will present "What Are 
Enedlynes Good For?" on Fri-
day. Dec. 9. at 2 p.m.. In 
Chem 251. 
Enedlynes were first used to 
gain evidence for the exist-
ence of fleeting dehydroben-
zenes. The enedlyne unit, 
never seen In nature before, 
has been fourxJ to have re-
markable antitumor activity. 
This may be viewed as a Justifi-
cation of basic research-that 
a use. however remote, will 
eventually be found for the re-
sults of pure chemistry. 
Professor Un Pu. Dept. of 
Chemistry. North Dakota State 
University, will present "New 
Organometalllc Catalysis for 
the Asymmetric Synthesis of 
Organic Compounds" on Fri-
day. Dec. 9. at 3 p.m.. In 
Chem 150. 
Professor Pu Is a new addi-
tion to the chemistry depart-
ment at NDSU. He arrives after 
completing postdoctoral ap-
pointments at Stanford (Henry 
Toube) and Col Tech (Robert 
Grubbs). At NDSU he Is Initiat-
ing a program of research 
based on the development of 
new catalysts for the asym-
metric synthesis of organic 
compounds. Including the de-
tailed Investigation of the ster-
eochemistry and electronic 
character of these new mate-
rials. 
Winter Baii 
UMD's annual winter boll is 
coming upon Friday. Dec. 16. 
This year It will be held In the 
Great Lakes Ballroom of the 
Holiday Inn (parking Is free). 
Tickets go on sole In Kirby on 
Monday, November 28. Prices 
ore $9/slngle or $16/couple, 
Register to win door prizes 
when you buy your tickets. 
Winter Workstiops 
for Freshmen 
Where did time go,..I'm not 
ready for college exams?l 
"Test Taking Strategies" Is a 
workshop designed to help 
you prepare the material and 
yourself for this scary process. 
Learn some techniques and 
shore your concerns with 
other students on Tuesday. 
December 13. from 6:30-7:15 
p.m. lnLlbl20. 
Ptiilosopfiy 
Colloquium 
Andy Klemer. professor of 
biology, will participate In the 
Philosophy Colloquium Series 
this year by presenting a talk 
on "The Misuse of Information 
In Public Policy Debates" on 
Thursday. Dec. 8. at 4 p.m.. In 
ABAH 245. Everyone Is wel-
come^ 
Academic Stress 
Management 
The Academic Stress Man-
agement group will meet Win-
ter Quarter on Mondays from 
3-4:30 p.m. In the UMD Health 
Services Room 105. The group 
will be facilitated by Art 
Lomken. 
Advent Worsliip 
Advent Worship services will 
be held Sunday. Dec. 11 at 
10:30 a.m. In Kirby Rafters and 
again on Wednesday. Dec. 
14. at 9 p.m, in Kirby Rafters. 
Sponsored by Lutheran 
, Campus Ministry ELCA. 
Sigma Xi program 
"Sky Watchers of Lake 
Superior" will be presented by 
Glenn Longhorst. on Tuesday. 
Dec. 14. at 7:30 p.m.. In Med 
142. 
This presentation Is appro-
priate for adolescents and el-
ementary school children, as 
well OS scientists. Since one 
goal of Sigma XI Is to promote 
science among younger 
Americans, adolescents and 
elementary school children 
ore encouraged to attend. 
The public Is welcome to at-
tend all presentations. 
CTBSTest 
The CTBS test for Elemen-
tary Education. Secondary 
Education and Early Child-
hood will be on Saturday. 
Dec. 10. from 8:15 a.m. to 
12:30 p.m. To register for the 
test, a sign-up sheet Is on the 
bulletin board across the hall 
from MonH 120. 
Application deadline for 
admission to the Elementary 
Education Program for Spring 
Quarter 1995 Is Friday. Dec. 
16.at4p.m. 
inti. Brown Bag 
"Change In Russio-But 
Nothing Chongesl" will be pre-
sented by Joyce Benson on 
Thursday. Dec. 15, at noon. In 
K323, 
Benson, retired from the Al-
worth Institute and former City 
Councilor and Sister City 
Commissioner in Duluth. re-
cently returned from her an-
nual visit to Petrozavodsk. Rus-
sia Sponsored by the Alworth 
Institute for International Stud-
ies. She will provide an update 
on the changing situation. 
On Thursday. Jon. 12. Al 
Burnhom. Lecturer. Dept. of 
History, will present "D-Doy; 
50th Anniversary Commemo-
rations In France." 
UMD Theatre 
The UMD Theatre Depart-
ment's production of Dancing 
at Lughnasa will run from De-
cember 8-11 and 13-18 at 
Marshall Performing Arts Cen-
ter. 
Winner of the 1992 Tony 
Award for Best Play, this ex-
traordinary ploy by Brain FrIel Is 
the story of five unmarried sis-
ters seeking out their lives in a 
small village In Ireland In 1936. 
It Is the time of the festival of 
Lughnasa. which celebrates 
the pagan god of the harvest 
with drunken revelry and 
ddncing. Caught between 
the reality of their spore exist-
ence and the romance of the 
world at large, the sisters be-
come enticed and entranced 
by the festival of Lughnasa. 
Their lives embody the core of 
the human spirit that cannot 
be vanquished by time or loss, 
or fully expressed In language. 
All performances ore at 8 
p.m. For more information on 
tickets and prices, coll the 
UMD Theatre Marketing Office 
at 726-8564. 
Aiworth internationai 
Lecture Series 
"North Korea's Nuclear Is-
sue In a Changing World" will 
be presented by Dr. Seung-Ho 
JOG . assistant professor In 
UMD's Political Science Dept.. 
on Tuesday. Dec. 13. at 3 p.m. 
In Engr. 177. 
He will lecture on the de-
velopment of nuclear weap-
ons by North Korea over the 
years and how this policy af-
fects Its relationship with Its 
neighbors. He will also discuss 
the relationship of the two Ko-
reas under South Korea's new 
leadership, 
Professor Joo Is originally 
from South Korea. A question 
and answer period will follow 
his lecture and refreshments 
will be served. 
Bioiogy Seminar 
Amy Fisher Wold. Biology 
Graduate Program. UMD. will 
present "The Effects of Salmon 
Carcass-Decomposition on 
Perlphyton Growth. Aufwuchs 
Growth. and Wood 
Decomposition" on Friday. 
Dec. 9. at 3:15 p.m. In LSd 185. 
Coffee and cookies will be 
served at 3 p.m. 
Jazz Night 
Two expert and experi-
enced performers and teach-
ers In the world of Jazz. Mike 
Pagan from UMD and Dove 
Hogedorn from UWS. will com-
bine their talents on piano 
and vibraphone in a newly 
formed and exciting duo. 
Both artists hove Incredible 
"chops" -this promises to be 
on unusual evening of cre-
ative sounds and rhythms 
which will thrill every Jazz lover. 
Join them on Thursday. 
Dec. 15. at 8 p.m.. In Tweed 
Museum. Tickets ore $5 for 
adults. $4 for seniors and $2 for 
students. 
For additional Information, 
coll 726-8208. 
JIbie exhibit on 
dispioy 
Using the Bible illustrctions 
of French artist Gustove Dore. 
a display of the Jewish and 
Christian holidays of Hanuk-
kah and Christmas presented 
by the Ramseyer-Northern Bi-
ble Society Museum Collec-
tion con be seen on the third 
floor of UMD's Library. 
•ore's Illustrations for the Bi-
ble were used In many family 
Bibles In several different lan-
guages during the late 19th 
century and the beginning of 
the 20th, 
The display Is open to the 
public and may be seen dur-
ing regular library hours 
through the month of Decem-
ber. 
Aipho Mu Gamma 
meetings 
Alpha Mu Gamma, the For-
.elgn Language Club, will 
meet every second Wednes-
day of the month at 4 p.m. 
These dotes Include: Dec. 14. 
Jon. 1. and Feb. 8. We will 
meet at Sir Benedict's for 
food, drinks and fun, 
'Sacred Journey" 
"Sacred Journey." a ploy by 
Matthew Witten. will be pre-
sented Dec. 12 and 13. at 8 
p.m.. at the Mainstage The-
atre at the Marshall Perform-
ing Arts Center. 
The production stars Adan 
Sanchez and deals with the 
character "Indian John." a 
member of the Iroquois No-
tion. The ploy depicts the 
struggle and hardships he hod 
to endure throughout his life-
time. 
Ticket prices range from 
$8-312 and may be reserved 
by calling the UMD Theatre 
Box Office at 726-8564. 
Interfaith Service 
In recognition of 
sexuoi abuse 
An Interfaith Service In rec-
ognition of sexual abuse will 
be held at Peach United 
Church of Christ. 1015 E. 11th 
Street, on Thursday. Dec. 15. 
at 5:30 p.m. 
The service will recognize 
the pain of sexual abuse, af-
firm those who hove survived, 
and recognize that communi-
ties of faith con be places of 
healing. For more Information, 
coll Joel Huenemann at 728-
4269. 
United Campus 
Ministry Ctiristmos 
preparation 
United Campus Ministry In-
vites you to Join In a time of 
preporirrg for Christmas -
moke a wreath, moke a can-
dle, bake some cookies, sing 
some carols, hear some Messi-
anic prophecies, and more. 
Come to the Campus Ministry 
House. 315 West St. Marie 
Street (behind Unlversily 
United Methodist Church) on 
Tuesday. Dec. 13. from 8-9:30 
p.m. For more Information, 
coll Joel Huenemann of 728-
4269. 
Health Services news 
Health Services has on ex-
panded hour sservlce. In ad-
dition to the regular 8-4:30 
full-sen/lce hours, students con 
now access a nurse for health 
advice from 5-10 p.m. at 726-
7870. This service Is available 
Monday through Friday at no 
charge to students. 
•The Eating Disorder Sup-
port Group will meet Winter 
Quarter on Mondays from 1-2 
p.m. In UMD Health Services 
Room 105. Ttie facilitator will 
be Sarah White. 
•The Grief Support Group 
will meet Tuesdays. Dec. 13. 
20. and Jon. 10. 17. 24 and 31 
from 1-2 p.m. In UMD Health 
Services Room 105. Facilitator 
will be LeAnn Bauer. 
For further questions, 
please coll Health Services at 
726-8155. 
Pizza and Bowiing 
Pizza and bowling, spon-
sored by Alpha Mu Gamma. 
Foreign Language Club will 
be held on Thursday. Dec. 8 
aONIGHT) at the Incline Sta-
tion from 8-10 p.m. The price Is 
$8,50 for bowling and all the 
pizza you con eat. Everyone Is 
welcome. Bring your friends. 
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Sweden Information 
Session 
There are only a few open-
ings left In UMD's Study in Swe-
den program for Spring Quar-
ter 1995 in Vaxjo, Sweden. 
Don't miss out on this great 
opportunity. 
Find out how we can go at 
on Information meeting 
Wednesday, Dec. 14, at 3 
p.m. In K351. Former partici-
pants will be there to answer 
you questions and tell you 
about their experiences. Re-
freshments will be served. 
If you" can ' t moke It to this 
session, talk with staff or stu-
dents In ttie International Edu-
cation Office, Clno 108. 
Rent-A-Greek 
Alpha Phi Omega and 
Gamma Sigma Sigma, Ameri-
ca 's only national service 
Greek organizations, will be 
holding their first Rent-A-Greek 
Auction on Thursday, Dec. 15, 
at noon, in Kirby Lounge. 
Members of Alpha Phi 
Omega and Gamma Sigma 
Sigma will be "auctioned" off 
to the highest bidder for the 
purpose of performing house-
hold nod outdoor tasks. 
A generous portion of the 
proceeds will benefit the 
United Way. 
For more Information, con-
tact committee co-chaIr Jo-
seph Brlseno at 728-0791 or 
Heather Nelson at 728-4147. 
New Winter Quarter 
dotes 
Because of the snowstorm 
and the fact that UMD was 
closed on Monday, Nov. 28, a 
decision was made to hove 
Tuesday, Nov. 29,1994 be the 
official beginning of Winter 
Quarter 1995. 
New dotes for Winter 1995 
ore: 
Week 1 - Tuesday, Nov. 29 
through Monday, Dec. 5: 
100% refund rote. $10 late reg-
istration fee. 
Week 2 - Tuesday, Dec. 6 
through Monday, Dec. 12: Stu-
dents will hove until Dec. 12 to 
do all the normal erxJ of sec-
ond week things (odd a class, 
change grading option, turn 
in change of college forms to 
be effective for Spring Quarter 
1995, do original registration 
for the quarter and pay the 
$20 late registration fee). 
We will continue on this 
Tuesday through Monday 
schedule for the weeks of the 
quarter until Christmas break. 
Oh Monday, Jon. 9, 1995, we 
will resume the Monday 
through Friday schedule for 
the remalrxJer of the quarter. 
SSF requests by 
new organizations 
New organizations wishing 
to apply for Student Services 
Fees for the 1995-96 school 
year con pick up an applica-
tion In DAdB 297. Applications 
for new organizations ore due 
no later than Monday, Dec. 
19. 
If you hove any questions, 
please coll Gory Stieldon at 
8969. 
Art Workstiop in 
Mexico 
Join us In San Miguel de Al-
lende, Mexico, February 25-
Morch 11, 1995 for exclfing 
two-week art workshops in 
Collage, Wotercolor Painting 
or Photography. These unique 
workshops ore designed for 
non-ortist/beginners as well 
ad advanced artists of all 
ages and con be token for 
three college credits or for 
non-credit. Courses ore 
taught by experienced UMD 
Instructors. 
Participants will enjoy work-
ing at the Institute Allende, 
taking numerous field trips to 
Interesting sites and immersing 
themselves Into the local cul-
ture. Also, we will be arriving 
at ttie beginning of a major 
religious and folk festival. 
Join us In San Miguel for a 
long remembered experi-
ence! For more Information 
coll (218) 726-6536 or to re-
ceive a brochure write to: 
Continuing Education and Ex-
tension, University of Mlnneso-
to-Duluth, 10 University Drive, 
410 Darland Administration 
Building, Duluth, MN. 55812-
2496. 
Health Services 
Leadership 
Development Work-
shop 
The next Health Services 
Leadership Development 
Workshop will be "Conflict Res-
olution." Harold Levy, Affirma-
tive Action Director, will ad-
dress dealing with people 
when conflicts arise on 
Wednesday, Dec. 14, from 3-
4:30 p.m., in K355-357. 
Non-troditlonol 
students 
if you ore Interested In 
meeting other non-troditlor-ia! 
students, come to the klckoff 
meeting of the Non-Tradl-
tlonal Student Group on Tues-
day, Dec. 13, from 4-5 p.m. In 
Llbl20. 
The group's goals ore two-
fold: getting acquainted with 
ottiers to share experiences, 
and Initiating a mentoring pro-
gram to help new non-tradi-
tional students. For more Infor-
mation, contact the First Year 
Experience Office in Lib 134 or 
coil 726-6278. 
Outdoor Program 
•Winter Fleece-Wear Work-
shop - Thursday, Dec. 8,6-9:30 
p.m., $5 UMD students/SB oth-
ers. 
•Women's Climbing Night 
-Thusdoy, Dec. 8, 6-9 p.m., 
$3.50 UMD students/$7.50 oth-
ers. 
•Kayaking In the Pod -
Thursdays, Dec. 8-22,4-6 p.m., 
$10 per quarter. 
• Natural Popermoking -
Tuesday, Dec. 13,6-8 p.m., $2 
UMD students/$4 others. 
•Animal Survival - Wednes-
day, Dec. 14,2-4 p.m., FREEl 
•Natural Holiday Decora-
tions - Thursday, Dec. 15, 6-
8:30 p.m., $3 UMD students/$5 
others. 
•Aid Climbing Workshop -
Thursday, Dec. 15,6-9 p.m., $5 
UMD students/SB others. 
For Information and reser-
vations, coil Beth at 726-6533. 
Dean Sobro Anderson 
performance review 
Dean Sobro Anderson Is In 
the final year of her current 
appointment os dean of the 
College of Science and Engi-
neering. As per University poli-
cies UMD is conducting a 
comprehensive performance 
review, and the committee 
seeks input. If you would like 
to comment, please send a 
signed letter of appraisal to rl-
chord Durst, Review Commit-
tee Chair, School of Fine Arts, 
212 Humanities. Anonymous 
lettes will not be accepted. 
We appreciate your assis-
tance in this Important task. 
Letters will remain confiden-
tial, except as might be re-
quested through due process. 
Deadline for receipt of let-
ters Is January 9, 1995. 
Anthropology Seminar 
The third anthropology 
seminar will be held Wednes-
day, Dec. 14, at 3:15 p.m.. In 
Clno 102. 
Linda Belote, professor of 
anthropology o rd director of 
the AcNevement Center at 
UMD, will present "Working 
with Native Scholars: An Ecua-
dorian Experience." 
The anthropology seminars 
ore co-sponsored by the Soci-
ology-Anthropology Depart-
ment, the Archaeometry Lab-
oratory and the Paleobiology 
Laboratory. All seminars are 
free and open to the public. 
G R E A T P R E S E N T S , N I C E P R I C E ! 
Billy Joel /Piano Man 
including: MttlMKIV 
CAPTAIN JACK / WORSE COMES TO WORST 
THE BALLAD OF BILLY THE KID 
STOP IN NEVADA ' TRAVELIN PRAYER $8.99lorCD 
$4.98lorCS 
Cloumbla/Epic 
THE CLASH BILLY J O E L 
BLUE OYSTER COLT 
AGENTS OF FORTUNE 
including: 
This Ain't Th« Summer Of Love 
(Don't Fear) The Reaper 
E.T. I. (Extra Terrestial Intelligance) 
Sinful Love/Debbie Denise 
the Radiators 
T o t a l E v a p o r a t i o n 
inctudroQ: LET THE RED WINE FLOW SOUL OCEP PARTY KLL THE MONEY RUNS OUTMOLAI^ES 
W I L L I E N E L S O N 
A i m Y S O N M Y M i N D 
inchiding: 
Oo Right Woman. Do RigM Mw 
A Whiter Shade Of Pale/I.el It Be Me 
Iridge Oirer Troubled Water rrhe Party 's Oier 
BOB DYLAN 
LEOMAUD C O H E M 
" D i k f H C3F A y i P I E S s M A S 
WILLIE NELSON 
BLUE OYSTER CULT RADIATORS 
H u n d r e d s 
o f t i t l e s o n 
s a l e t h r u 
D e c . 2 4 ! LEONARD COHEN TONY BENNETT 
Shop the Fetus for everyone on 
your holiday gift list. 
Check out the great selection of 
jewelry, clothing, comics 
and other unique gifts! 
12 E. Superior St. 722-9970 
The Fetus always offers 10% off 
your purchase of 3 or more 
regular - priced CD titles. 
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE 
HOURS: 10-9 M-F, 10-8 SAT, 11-6 SUN 
UMD STATESMAN 
STUDENTS NEEDING LEGAL ADVICE 
from local lawyers, Legal Aid Is now avail-
able tor Winter and Spring Quarters, Mon-
day nights 6-9 p.m. Piease sign up with 
Bev Anderson in the Student Activities of-
fice. This is a free service provided by 
UMDSA. For more information, see Bev 
Anderson. 
Mochten sie Deutsch zuiernen? Ob ]a, 
bitte rufen sie mir an, telefon 626-1032. 
Ich hab fur drei jahre in Belgian ge-
wohnen. Bitte frag fur Daniel. 
TYSON TOWING - 24 hour damage-free 
towing. Car starting. Door opening. S% 
Student Discount. 'I won't be under-
towed." 348-2080 (Cellular), 728-6852 
(Home). Darin Tyson, owner/operator. 
WORD PROCESSING. Studentsdaculty. 
Term papers, resumes, theses. New laser 
printer! Fast, dependable, guaranteed, 19 
years experience. $1.50 per page. Pat 
Greenwood ~ 526-2989 / leave message. 
PROFESSIONAL RESUME AND WORD 
PROCESSING SERVICES. Why trust am-
ateurs with your career? Let the profes-
sionals at Word Processing of Duluth de-
velop a resume that wiii help you secure 
the job you are looking for. Complete sec-
retarial services available for your term pa-
pers to be laser printed. Rush jobs are our 
specialty i Word Processing of Duluth is lo-
cated in the DeWitt-Seitz Building in Canal 
Park. Call 722-8911 today for an appoint-
ment. 
DO YOU NEED your oil changed? Or 
other maintenance on your car or truck? 
Can do nxtst minor repairs. Call Jeff at 
728-8724. 
RESEARCH ilFQRMATMIN 
Largest Library of intormabon in U.S. -
alsumts 
Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD 
ram 800-351-0222 
lllilllliy or (310) 477-8226 Or.rusliJ2.00to: 
THE ANNUAL BULLIXX3 SHOP Christ-
mas Sale will be Thursday, Dec. 15 and 
Friday, Dec. 18 in the Kirby Rafters. Every-
thing is 20% off. 
SPRING BREAK Mazatlan from $399. 
Air/7 nights hotel/free nightly beer parties/ 
discounts. (800)386-4786. 
20% OFF all Christmas gift itettts In the 
Marketplace starting on Monday, Dec. 12. 
POLARIS MICHAEL TECHNOLOGIES, 
your first choice custom built system com-
pany, has currently a limited quantity of 
closeout systems: All are multimedia sys-
tems, Intel C.P.U.8 - 486 DX X 50 Mhz, 18 
MB RAM, 540 MB Hard Drive w/CD ROM, 
$1,450; 486 DX2 X 88 Mhz, 18 MB RAM, 
540 MB Hard Drive w/CD ROM, $1,750; 
486 DX X 33 Mhz, 4 MB RAM, 420 MB 
Hard Drive w/CD ROM, $1,350. Call Col-
lect (612) 585-0155. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
Serious inquiries only - Local suc-
cessful bar/restaurant seeks en-
trepreneurs to take over owner-
ship. Send iener of introduction to: 
HJK Development, 501 Lake Ave. 
S., Duluth, Mn. 55802, or call 
723-1005 (8 a.m.-5 p.m. M-F 
only). 
SPRING BREAK 9 5 
C A N C U N O R 9 0 U T H P A D R E 
> Low Depoait Until | 
Dec. 15,1994 
'"0%" Inleresi "Easy 
Sludani Paymsnl Plan" 
• Guaranlead Lowaal Prica | 
• All Packagsa Includs: 
Fraa Food/Drink & T-ahlrtI 
1 - 8 0 0 - S U R F ' S U P 
NANNIES! The Elite Nanny Service! Call 
us to find the best jobs available in the 
chiidcare field. One year commitment only. 
Nannies Plus 1-800-752-0078. 
404 W. Superior St . 
727-4644 
All You Need for Tote! Fitness: 
T R E A T Y O U R S E L F 
F O R T H E H O L I D A Y S ! 
TO THE AREA'S PREMIER HEALTH CLUB 
HOT STUDENT MEMBERSHIP SPECIAL 
$ 6 9 . 0 0 / Q u a r t e r 
(Bring I. D. ] 
-Great Tanning Rates -
-Fraa Locker SiTQwai Service 
-Fraindly Prcfassicnal Staff 
-Nautilus [SOmschines] 
-Fras Weights (Tons of new epuipment) 
•Aerobics (The Area's Best Program) 
-Karate 
-Jezzercise 
4 T a n s L'fecycles(8] 
^ -Stairmasters (5) 
C 5 ^ $ 9 . 9 5 -Whirlpool & Sauna 
- . K . -Spacious Locker Rooms 
7 New Wolff System Beds -Treadmils 
[NEW BULBS] -Rowing Machines 
uuDSTUDyraUiPIIOGIIAUUE 
*A 9-month academic year experience 
* VERY affordable 
* Earn UMD credit while studying abroad 
* Financial aid applies toward programme cost 
* Extended breaks provide great travel opportunities 
Dont}ust sit there! Stop by the International Education 
Office for wore information on the 1995-96 programme. 
International Education Office, 108 Cina HaU, 
University of Ulnnesot&Duluth, Duluth, MN 55812 
(218)72W64 
The University of Minnesota is an equal opportunity educator and employer 
Only $1,688. Ort^mt$33-amonO)/ 
Maclntoslf PerforniaT 
636 8/250 with CD-ROM JMfe" Color Plus IT 
Di^lay, AfpleDesign' Keyboard and mouse. 
Onfy$2,479. Or about $49. a month.' 
Maantosh'PCTfonTia' 
S115 8/350 with CD-ROM, Multiple Scan 15 Di^. 
AfpleDes^ Keyboard and mouse. 
rUMD 
^pomputer 
V^orner 
B e f o r e y o u n e e d t o m a k e a 
s i n g l e p a y m e n t , s k i s e a s o n w i l . 
l a v e p a s s e d , t h e g r o u n d h o g 
w i l l h a v e s e e n h i s s h a d o w a n c . 
y o u ' l l h a v e c o n s u m e d y o u r 
} o d y ' s w e i g h t I n p e p p e r o n l . 
BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER." 
W r e not just making it easier for you to buy a Macintosh! we're making it easier 
for you to buy something eke you really n e e d - t i m e . Because for a limited 
time, with the ^ p i e Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can 
own a Macintosh personal computer, printer, CD-ROM drive or other periph-
erak without making a single payment for 90 days." Combine that with no hassles, 
no complicated forms and already great student pricing, and the easy-to-use 
Macintosh k now incredibly easy to buy. The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day 
Deferred Payment Plan. The solution that gives you the 
power every student needs. The power to be your best: 
Luaii aiiu yv-u'dy 
/ ^p le# . 
'D^emd AppkConqmlerlMn offer exImsFebnaiy 17,1995. No paymeni ff MertU or primifal mU be required for 90 (Some resellers mery require a d^xxUlolM merd)amiiseuMle km is being 
mxTumg during km 90.day period WiU be (ukkd to prindpd, ml tlx 'MonlUypuymenlisaneslinuilebasedonlbe 
following mformalion. For the Peifomuf 636 CD system shown here, a purchase price if (1,814.60, which includes 75% sales lax; including loan fees, the Mai loan amount is $1920.21, which resulls in a monMy paymeni 
obtigalion of (33- For the Perfimut 6115 CD system shown here, a purchase price of $2,664.93, which includes 75% sales lax; indudinglMn fees, Ibekdal km amount 8 $2,820.03, wHcbresuUs in a monlNypayn^ 
of $49 Computer system prices, loan amounts and sales taxes may vary. See your authorized Apple Campus Reseller or representative for current system prices, loan and tax amounts. Loans are for a minimum of $1,000 to a 
maximum ff $10,000. Jbu may lake oul more than one loan, but the kikdfaU loam cannot exceed $10,000 annuaUy. A 55% lain origirudion fee wiU be added Io the requ^ The inleresi mie 8 variable, basedon 
the commercial paper rale plus535%, For the month of November, 1994, the iriterest rate was 10.85% wkh an Annual Percentage Rate cf 12.10% F-year loan term rvilhrroprept^^ The monthly payment and the Annual 
Percentage Rate shcmmassurra the PO-dayd^rrnenlfprrncipM and tntertd described aho^ Deferment wiU 
charge pur monthly paymente. The Apple Computer Loan 8 subfect Io credit approval. Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Paymeni Plan offers available only Io qualifying sludente, faculty and staff. Offers available 
only from Apple or an authorized Apple Campus Reseller or representadve ®1994Apple Computer, Inc. All rigbte reserved. Apple, tbeffiple logo, Macmlosb, Petfbrma and "the power to he pur best" are reg8teredlrademarhs efApple 
Con0rrter,Inc.Ap]lMDesmandPorrxrMackrlosbarelradernarkffAtpteQmputer,lnc 
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CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up 
to $2,000+/tnonth working on Cruise Stiips 
or Land-Tour companies. World travel. 
Seasonal & full-time employment avail-
able. No experience necessary. For more 
information call 1-206-634-0468, ext. 
058752. 
WANTED PERSONS 18 years of age or 
older for child sitting service. Gail Duluth 
Sitting Referral Service (218), 724-0585. 
FEMALE MODELS WANTED. 20 models 
needed for calendar project. Earn $50 for 
1/2 hour work on "Superior Busts" calen-
dar, requires partial nude, however your 
face wiii not be photographed, bust size 
not important. You must be 18 years of 
age or older. No previous modeling experi-
ence required. For more information, call 
Steve Muihoiiand, 724-1592, after 10 p.m., 
or leave a message. 
STUDENTSII Sales Reps wanted. Work 
your own hoursll Incredible part-time in-
come with commission and bonuses! Po-
tential for advancement into full-time ca-
reer. Managers and supervisors also 
needed, ideal candidate: motivated, per-
sonable and environmentally conscious. 
Call: 720-2861. Ask for Man or Jon. 
ARTISTS NEEDEDI If you have artistic tal-
ent, please consider working with the 
MESH Advertising Agency. Send three 
samples of your creativity to P.O. Box 
3558, Duluth, MN. 55812 or call MESH at 
728-2820 for information. 
KIRBY PROGRAM BOARD is now inter-
viewing people interested in filling the Fi-
nancial Director position for Winter and 
Spring Ouarters. If interested, stop by the 
KPB office and pick up an application, or 
call 7182 for more details. 
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Fishing Indus-
try. Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+ per month. 
Room & board! Transportation! Male/Fe-
male. No experience necessary I 
(208)545-4155, ext. A56752. 
NATIONAL marketing firm seeks student 
to distribute flyers on campus. Call Debra 
at(800) 592-2121, ext. 117. 
LARGE HOME very dose to UMD, 5-8 
bedroom, off-street parking, dean, good 
condition. MUST SEE. $800/month. Great 
for coliege living. Carrie, 828-2189. 
ROOMMATE WANTED: Four guys in five 
bedroom house three blocks from UMD 
need fifth roommate! Two bathrooms. Off-
street parking. Cail for details. 724-4072. 
P E R S O N A L S 
H O U S I N G 
ROOMMATE WANTED: to share 2 bed-
room apt. on West 4th & 8th Ave. West. 
$210/month plus electricity. 727-3489. 
CONGRATULATIONS to Fall Ouarteris 
Kirby Games Room Pool League winners! 
1st place-Rob Isackson, $50; 2nd place-
Chad Wasilewski, 10 hours, free pool; 3rd 
place-Chris Mazenec, 5 hours free pool. 
COLOR PRINT ENLARGEMENT SPE-
CIAL: 5x7, 99e and 8x10, $1.99 Decem-
ber 13-18 in the Main Street Store. 
EXPANDED HOURS SERVICE - In addi-
tion to the regular 8-4:30 full-service hours 
at UMD Health Services, students can 
consult a nurse for urgent problems from 
5-10 p.m., Monday-Friday. Call 728-7870. 
meet the 
10% 
student 
Discount on 
Services & 
Tanning 
Fawn, Alice, Sally, Lois, Jen, Lisa C , 
Kelly ...also Pat & Lisa A. 
Our winning team wiii give you exceptional customer service. 
724-8509 
* IN KENWOOD SHOPPING CENTER * 
AVEDA • NEXXUS • PAUL MITCHELL • SENSCIENCE 
• TANNING B E D S WITH WOLF BULBS • 
FOR ALL YOUR modfcal and counseling 
needs, cail UMD Health Services at 728-
8155. No charge for visits, lab and x-ray 
billed to insurance, prescriptions available. 
ADOPTION: Loving, caring, finandally se-
cure U of M alumni want to adopt. Warm 
loving home. Legal & confidential. Please 
call collect anytime, Anita & Roger. (812) 
874-7184. 
THE GOOD NEIGHBORS TEAM of Lu-
'• theran Campus Ministry will be collecting 
non-violent toys or money for Grandmoth-
ers for Peace. Drop off toys and donations 
at the CRA office, Kirby 108, or at 10:30 
a.m. Sunday in the Rafters. Deadline for 
collections is December 11. Ouestions, 
cail 728-1124. Help brighten Christmas for 
a child in our community. 
PROFESSIONAL RESUME AND WORD 
PROCESSING SERVICES. Why trust am-
ateurs with your career? Let the profes-
sionals at Word Processing of Duluth de-
velop a resume that will help you secure 
the job you are looking for. Complete sec-
retarial services available for your term pa-
pers to be laser printed. Rush jobs are our 
specialty! Word Processing of Duluth is lo-
cated in the DeWitt-Seitz Building in Canal 
Park. Call 722-8911 today for an appoint-
ment. 
C O U P O N 
MASH (Mobile Assessment of Student 
Health) unit will be available the week of 
Dec. 5. Watch for it. Sponsored by UMD 
Health Services and Peer Education Pro-
gram. 
PREGNANT? Need someone to talk to? 
Let us help. Confidential early pregnancy 
testing, finandal assistance and housing. 
All services free. Phone answered 24 
hours. (218) 727-3399, Lake Superior 
Life-Care Center, Room 109, 101 West 
2nd St., Duluth, MN. 55802. 
HAVE YOU REMEMBERED to drop off 
food at the College Republicans table in 
Kirby? You have until Friday at 2 p.m. 
Don't Forget!! 
STUDYING ISNT EVERYTHING. Kirby 
Program Board (KPB) welcomes new 
members to help with campus entertain-
ment. If Interested, call 728-7183 or stop in 
our office across from the Info. Desk. 
THE ACADEMIC STRESS MANAGMENT 
GROUP will meet Winter Quarter on Mon-
days from 3-4:30 p.m. in the UMD Health 
Services Room 105. It wiii be facilitated by 
Art Lam ken. 
JOHN PEYTON will be signing books in 
the Main Street Store on Monday, Dec. 12 
from 11 a.m.-1 p.m. 
B U V 1 T f t C Q , G E T 1 F R E E 
in the 
Kirby C a f e & Deli 
(2nd floor K S C ) 
- Coupon is good from Thursday, Dec. 8th thru 
Wednesday, Dec.14th ONLY! 
- Tacos are served from 10:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. daily 
- Present coupon to cashier! 
C O U P O N 
Tap Room 
Fitger's Complex 
Lower Level 
722-0061 
1 2 D A Y S O F C H R I S T M A S 
(TAP ROOM'S REPLACEMENT WORDS FOR TRADITIONAL SONG) 
On the first day of Christmas = 1 beer In the TAP ROOM 
On the second day of Christmas = 2 turtle necks 
On the third day of Christmas = 3 french toasts 
On the fourth day of Christmas = 4 lbs of back bacon (jerky) 
On the fifth day of Christmas = 5 golden tukes (hats) 
On the sixth day of Christmas = 6 packs of 2-4 (beer) 
On the seventh day of Christmas = 7 packs of smokes 
On the eigth day of Christmas = 8 chocolate doughnuts 
On the ninth day of Christmas = 9 taps with cold beer 
(at the TAP ROOM) 
On the tenth day of Christmas = 10 delivery men delivering 
(beer to the TAP ROOM) 
On the eleventh day of Christmas = 11 bartenders serving 
On the twelfth day of Christmas = 12 emergency escape 
routes (channel 3- TJ 's # is 348-3767) 
EVERY FRIDAY 
DART TOURNAMENT 
$100.00 In Prizes 
Sign up at 5:00pm 
NO ENTRY F E E 
S t a r t s T o m o r r o w ! 
EVERY SATURDAY 
. < 7 ' ^^^6 
^ & 
PRESENT "^^ ^ 
NO COVER CHARGE 
1 ^ =Rock-n-Roll fun 
EVERY SUNDAY 
POOL TOURNAMENT 
$100.00 In Prizes 
Sign up at 5:00pm 
NO ENTRY F E E 
See Bartender for Details 
P r e f e r r e d c l i e n t c a r d s a v a i l a b l e n o w t h r o u g h t h e e n d o f D e c . 
28 UMD S T A T E S M A N 
Somehow, your eyes open, and you roll out of bed at 7:50 a.m. You've got 
ten minutes to get to doss ond get o clue. H E Y ! W E D O M O R N I N G S . 
S A V E $1.00 
W h e n y o u p u r c h a s e T w o 1 2 - P a c k s o f P e p s i 
To the retai ler : Redeem with your Bemick's Pepsi representative 
Coupon Offer Expires 12/31/94 
